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4. Not surprisingly in light of
the factors above, law school appli-
cant numbers are declining. Over
the last two years, we lost 20% of
our applicant pool, a figure consis-
tent with national trends. ManY
schools that expanded in the
growth years ofthe 1970s and
1980s have already cut back their
class size in hopes of retaining the
overall quality of the student body.
We did not exPand when the num-
bers would have allowed it' We
plan to majntain our Present sizc
às long as quality holds and Place-
ment numbers remain strong. A
reduction in size would have im-
pacts both on our Program (class
sizes, co-curricular programs) and
on our budget.
5. These trends are taking place
in a time of strong hostility to-
wards lawyers and our iegal sys-
tem. Prominent attorneys decry the
loss ofprofessionalism in the legal
community. The popular press is
delighted to savage lawyers for
their misdeeds and slow to praise
them fbr their accomplishments,
What is cheering is that bright
minds and good people continue to
pursue careers in law at the Uni-
versily of Maine Larv School. They
are serious ofpurpose and bring a
remarkable dedication to the public
interest. Upon graduation they
conlinue a thiffy year tradition of
enhancing thcir communities in
Maine, in New England, and,
increasingly, throughout the
country.
Law School Planning: Thc last
two years have been a period oi
considerable introspection. We
have undertaken American Bar
Association accreditation review.
We have participated in scveral
University wide reviews. We have
also taken an internal look at our
programs with the help of alumni
and friends. We have concluded
several things. We are now work-
ing to put these findings into
practice.
l. A strength ofthe program
remains the training in critical
thinking. This experience in analy-
sis and problem solving continues
to serve our graduates well in the
wide range ofcareers open to the
legally trained man or woman.
å
Dean Donøld N. Zillmsn
At a recent gathering of Law
Dcans fiom around thc United
States, one ol-my colleagues de-
scribed the past year as the worst
he had seen in his seventeen year
deanship. I felt both cmpathy and
sympathy. I empathized with him
as I hcard the dcscription ol mutual
problems shared by most, if not all,
American law schools. Yet, I felt
some distance as I heard of prob-
lcms that wc have been forhrnate
cnough to avoid in Maine. I close
this year concemed about national
and local trends, but optimistic that
a hne Law School will continue to
get evcn better as we approach the
21st century.
National Trends: Iìven gradu-
ates of ñve years ago might not
recognizc some of the realities of
law school life in the mrd-1990s.
Ilere are the realities from the
Dean's desk.
L The cost of legal education
has incrcased dramatically. This
year resident tuition for Maine
snrdents is about $8,200 and about
double that for non-residents. Oui
non-resident fìgure puts us in the
middle of the tuition range for New
England private iaw schools. The
major lactor driving thc increase
has been the decree of the Univer-
sity System Trustees that law
students will pay 100% of the cost
oltheir JD educations.
2. The job market for law
graduates has tightened consider-
abiy. Our recent classes have
achieved almost 100% placement.
But, the search often takes longer
and students must be more flexible
about geographic andjob options.
To our older alums this will sound
like the familiar pattern of transi-
tion from law school to career.
Graduates ofa decade ago should
appreciate that the graduate of
1996 no longer is offered several
positions well before graduation
from law school.
3. Maine legal salaries remain
low, as they always have. This
worsens the impact of increased
tuitions. Students leave college
and law school with educational
loans that can exceed $50,000.
This significantly hurts the stu-
dent wishing to work in poorly
paid (public interest, governmen-
tal, small town practice) legal
positions.
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2. While we should not special-
ize to the extent of some of our
fellow law schools, we should
recognize that in certain areas we
have achieved a special concentra-
tion. These areas are: a) the ma-
rine, environmental and natural
resources field; b) business law;
c) skills training (the Clinic, trial
advocacy courses, moot court and
trial competitions. etc.); and d)
international programs (including
our five exchange agreements for
overseas study in Canada-2,
France, Britain, and lreland).
3. As part of a tri-state project
with colleagues in Vermont and
New Hampshire, we are examining
all aspects ofthe licensing ofnew
attorneys. A group ofjurists, bar
leaders and açademics from the
three states has been studying this
question for the Past year. We are
moving to consensus on some
items. Among our conclusions are:
First, it may be approPriate to
require law students from their
first days in law school to conduct
themselves by the standards of the
ethical lawyer. Second, some form
ofskill oriented "bridging the gap"
program should replace much of
the present Bar Exam Process. The
present process poorly duplicates
law school and forces students to
purchase expensive cram courses.
Those are some of the larger
trends that have infLuenced our
work. The year was also rich in
passages for the School. Former
and futu¡e Dean L. Kinvin Wroth
accepted the post of Dean of the
Vermont Law School in APril. In
recognition of Kinvin's many
services, we have named the annu-
al alumni award the L. Kinvin
Wroth Award. The fìrst Wroth
Award was presented to Senator S.
Peter Mills and the Honorable
Nancy Mills at Graduation on
May 18.
We welcome the addition to the
Facuþ of Professor Lois LuPica
and the arrival on June l, 1996 of
Professor Jennifer Wriggins. The
end of federal funding for clinical
legal education has deprived us of
the outstanding services of Visiting
Professors Mary Tousignant, Naira
Soifer, and Sumner Bernstein. We
are pleased that Sumner will con-
tinue to serve as adjunct professor
in the Trusts and Estates coruse.
L,astly, we were saddened lly the
deaths of two membel's of our
family. The passing of Justice
Sidney Wernick last fall removed
one of Maine's most gifted legal
intellects. It also ended a happy
adju¡rct professorship in the Legal
Process course. We are delighted
that the firm ofPreti, Flaherry,
Beliveau, and Pachios created the
Wernick Prize to recognize the
outstanding piece of student writ'
ing during the year.
In January, we were stunned by
the sudden death ofJean Loper.
Jean, along with Merle, have been
parts of-the Law School lor over 25
years.
Development Summary: The
Annual Fund set a new record in
1995 fsee the complete Report of
Giving later in this issue], raising
$147,332. The Law School hæ
come to depcnd on the generosity
of alumni and friends to the annual
campaign because these dollars
permit us to support students with
scholarships and public interest
fellowships; they fund the Alumni
Quarterly newsletter which is our
maj or communications vehicle
with the greater law school com-
munity; and the annual fund pro-
vides support for international
programs, student co.cunicular
programs, and other academic
activities which enrich the educa-
tional environment.
The Law School received sever-
al special gifts in 1995. Sylvia
Greenberg established the "Morris
and Sylvia Greenberg Scholarship"
which will support students, pref-
erably those who have resided in
Maine for five years or more.
When fully funded, this will be our
largest scholarship fund at
$200,000. The Law School also
received a new scholarship, estab-
lished by Dorothy Rubin and her
children, Peter Rubin and Adelle
Rubin, in honor of Justice Harold
Rubin, This scholarship, the "Jus-
tice Harold J. Rubin Scholarship,"
will be awarded to a student who is
especially accomplished in trial
advocacy law. As noted above, the
law firm Preti, Flahefty, Beliveau
and Pachios honored their found-
ing partner, Sidney Wernick, with
the "Justice Sidney W. Wernick
Prize for Legal Writing." 'Ihe first
prize was awarded at graduation to
Jonathan Goldin [see graduation
articlel.
The Law School received the
largest bequest in its history in
1995 from the estate of Selma
Bernstein, widow of Louis Bern-
stein. This bequest of $165,750
will fund the "Bernstein District
Court Fellows Program" which
will place students in summer
fellowships and clerkships working
directly with district court judges.
Because ofthe generosity ol
Mrs. Reynolds Miller, and her
dccision to vacate her interest in
her home in Boothbay Harbor, the
University realízed a major addi-
tion of over $110,000 to the princi-
pal in the "David Santee Miller
Memorial Scholarship Fund." This
fund was established to promote
the service of the public interest in
1987 in memory of David Miller,
Cla^ss of 1974, following his un-
timely death. The Law School is
tremendously grateful to
Mrs. Miller for her generosity and
her continuing support ofthe Law
School and its students.
We look forward to a produc-
tive summer and the anival of the
Class of 1999..
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Upcoming Events
Sea Dogs August 21
Orientation and
Registration ........ August 26
Alumni Association
Board Meeting ..,.... Sept. l8
Annual Fund
Phonathon
l8th Annual Law
School Road Race ., Sept. 27
5th Annual CoffinLecture October I
Faculty Scholarly Activities
Tøkíng part in graduation ceremonies are faculty members (fi'om left to right)
Theresa Bryønt, Msrtin Rogoff, Merle Loper, Orlsndo Delogu, Colleen
Khoury, Kinvin Wroth, Mel Zørr, Michsel Mullsne, Alíson Rieser, Barbars
Gøuditç Michsel Løng, Tom l{ard, Donsld Zillmsn, David Gregory, Nancy
|l/ønderer and ,Iudy Potter. (Missing from the pholo sre Davíd Cluchey, Jim
Friedman, Ed Godfrey, Lois Lupica antl Bill llells.)
by Dean Zillman
field. lt was aiso one {lf practicaì
lmportance ro the mult¡-brllicin
dollar restructunng of fìuropean
energy markets. Such rs the rmpact
of scholarship.
The fàcullv have also presented
scholarly papers and served as
consultants around the country and
the world. C)ur colleagues have
spoken before academic and pro-
fessional groups in such venues as
Moscow, Washington, C)rlando,
Le Mans, Turin, San Antonio,
Dalhousie, Reno. Tallahassee.
Baltirnore. and Prague. Consultan-
cies and research have taken
faculty members to Russia, France,
Italy, Israel, and Ea^st Africa.
In Maine, the faculty's scholar-
ly work has helped the Legislature,
the Governor's Ofhce, the Judicia-
ry, and the Bar. Faculty addressed
the Legislature on takings legisla-
tion, tort reform, and tax exempt
property. We assisted the Gover-
nor's olfice on nuclear licensing.
We reported to the Maine Supreme
Judrcial Court on gender bias in
the courts, judicial discipline,
oriminal jury instructions, con-
tempt, alternative dispute resolu-
tion, and client security funds"
A listing of writings and na-
tronal scholarly presentations
published by faculry in 1995-96
runs to nine full pages. Anyone
wishing to see the full listing
should call Kristi Clifford
(180-4344) at the Law School,
and she will be happy to mail the
listing to you. r
The Law School regards teach-
ing as its forcmost responsibility.
I have the pleasure of rcading the
student evaluations of' all instruc-
tors at the end of e ach semestcr.
I als<l do a livcly husincss in anec-
dotal comments about teachers and
courses.
Whilc evcry law school I know
regards itselfas a great teaching
institution, I feel that Maine's
claims are well documented. Our
teaching evaluation scale runs
from I (worst) to 5 (best) for a
number of factors. We also leave
room for narrative comments.
Students know how to use the
bottom of the scale. But, happily
they use it rarely. In the huge
majority of cases student evalua-
tions are near the top ofthe scale.
The narrative comments are a
delight to read. Many reflect re-
gard for the teachers as classroom
performers, as out-oÊclass men-
tors, and as role models for the
students.
Faculty are expected to do more
than tcach" The work of the faculty
member in the wide range of
scholarly activitÍes aids teaching.
It also enhances the reputation of
the School in the educational.
lcgal. and govemmenlal communi-
ties. Faculty scholarship takes
many fbrms. Books and articles
address sush diverse lopics as
f,ederal taxation elections, Maine
tort law, international perspectives
on federalism, Maine land use, the
Russian transition to a market
economy, judicial conduct, and
ocean and coastal law. A consider-
able portion ofthe scholarship
concentrates on Maine law as is
befìtting the public law school in
thc Statc. A considerable ponion
ol'l"he work, howcver, knows nei-
ther state, nor national boundaries.
I recall the pleasure of meeting a
drstinguished academic and practi-
tioner in Prague in the Czech
Republic. In the course of our
conversation he mentioned that a
Maine colleague's afiicle remained
one of the definitive works in his
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Reserve
October 8th
On October 8th Al Bronstein
will speak at the 5th Annual
Co./fin Lecturz. Al Bronstein
has recently t'retired" after
serving in public interest law
with the American Civil Liber-
ties Union Prison Project. He
will share his thoughts on
prison policy and civil rights.
The Cumberland Legal Aid
Clinic began 25 years ago, in a
gnarled, red-painted storefront on
Market Street in Portland. The
Sunday Telegram of October 4,
1970, stated "There's only one
place in Cumberland County where
a person without money and
charged with a criminal offense
can get legal help." That place was
the Law School Clinic, which
greeted people with a mimeo-
graphed sheet ofpaper which said
"Free Legal Services in Both Crim-
inal and Civil Maners by Super-
vised Third Year Law Students to
Persons Who Cannot Otherwise
;"$,
Prof, Jutly Potter, who organized
the Law School Clinícsl Prsctìce
Program, served as the Clíníc
Direcfor ín 1988, und contìnues
to teøch in the clínic.
Cathy Lee, Jønel
Cole Cross, Rølph
Slruzzìero, Dir, of
the Institute for
Famíly-Owned
Busíness at
U.S.M., and
Kenneth Nelson
dìscuss some of
the ìssues sur-
rounding family-
owned busìnesses.
Portland Mayor John McDonough
ønd Portland City Counsel GørY
Wood '75 discuss the cruisíng
ordìnance in Portlsnd.
Cushman Anthony, tìrst Director
of the Clinìc
cating for their clicnts, rcpresent-
ing their clients in court, and pro-
viding an important legal lifeline to
those most in need of it.
The Clinic has had several
"homes" since its beginning on
Market Street. In 1995, it moved
into a "new" building on Exeter
Street, immediately adjacent to the
Law School. This building, nearly
Sue Edwards, Professor at the
Universìty of Buckìngham in the
U.K., dìscu sses ¡'ssø¿s surroundìng
domestíc violence.
Clinic Director, Mike Mulløne
50o/n laiger than previous quarters,
and the donations ofofhce furni-
ture, curtains, and art, have signifi-
cantly improved the professional
environment for students, faculty,
and clients. Mike Mullane, Direc-
tor of the Clinic, describes the
impoflance of a clinical expcriencc
for law students. "We always have
more students wanting to partici-
pate in the Clinic than we have
space in our clinical courses," he
said. All students enrolled in every
litigation clinic participate in the
Domestic Violence Pro.¡ect. In
addition to their normal case load,
each shrdent assists at least two
people seeking a Protection from
Abuse or a Protection from Harass-
ment order during their enrollment
ar rhe clinic. I
1
Peter lliley '89, Assistant to the
Governor for Speciøl Projecfs,
speøks sbout what's ínvolved ín
persuading National Semiconduc-
tor to expand in Msine
Clinic Celebrates B¡rthday
Afford a Lawyer. No Appointment
Necessary."
Since that modest beginning,
the Clinic has provided legal ser-
vices to thousands of Maine
citizens who cannot afford them.
Nearly 1,000 law students have
participated in the work of the
Clinic as student attorneys, advo-
-¡''l ¿i t .p'" -
,"t
{
The l-aw School Welcomes Speal<ers Thrcughout The Year
*..
I
I r
*rw
Joe Brennan'63 speøks prior to
the Senate Prímary electìon.
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The Carcer Services Office
Year ln Review 1995-1996
ResourEes and
Publications
Tammy lVíllcox, Director,
Cøreer Servíces Olftce
lntroduction
The mission of the Career
Services Office (CSO) is to assist
individual students and alumni
with career planning and develop-
ment. Contrary to what some may
believe, the present market is pene-
trable, and there are jobs out there
for law school graduates and attor-
neys with experience wishing to
make a career change. The market,
however, is certainly tighter than it
was in the late eighties forcing
employment seekers of all levels of
experience to be better versed injob hunting and more persistent
than in years past. The majorþ of
the CSO professionals'time is
spent counseling students and
alumni on an individual basis. In
addition, during the past year, the
CSO provided a number of re-
soruces and services to over 250
students, as well as a substantially
increasing number of alumni and
reciprocity students.
The Advocate: The Advocate
is a new weekly newsletter for the
students which regularþ includesjob listings, interviews with attor.
neys, profiles of organizations,
articles on career planning, infor-
mation about upcoming events, job
updates, resource reviews and
alumni information. In twenty-five
editions, we posted 21 7 jobs, of
which 73 were in Maine, and 144
were outside the state. Thirty-five
legal organizations around the
country were also profiled.
The Maine Connection: The
Maine Connection is a monthly
graduate job bulletin which high-
lights job openings in Maine,
New England and many other
areas of the country. Categories
include private practice, public
interest, academia, business, envi-
ronmental, international, govem-
ment and alternative settings. Over
430 positions were published this
year to over 200 subscribers.
Maine Women's Law Direc-
tory: As a joint project with the
MSBA Women's Law Section, the
CSO produced a directory listing
over 250 women attomeys and
their areas of practice.
Area Of Practice Charts: A
few years ago the CSO and the
other member schools of The
Northeast Law Placement Consor-
tium developed "Area of Practice
Charts" for Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Vermont and
Connecticut. The charts list all
firms with two or more practitio-
ners, along with the address and
phone number, contact names and
the areas in which the firm practic-
es. It is a necessary supplement to
Martindale-Hubbell listings and is
updated annually.
Video Library: The CSO now
regularly videotapes programs for
students or alumni with scheduling
conflicts.
Activities and
Prcgrams
On Campus Interviewing:
During the Fall of 1995 and Spring
of 1996, approximately 35 employ-
ers interviewed on campus for
between one and five summer
clerkship or new associate posi-
tions. Nearly all categories of
employers were represented, in-
cluding large and small firms,
public interest organizations,
government, and a variety of
businesses.
Visits by Best Selling Au-
thors: Deborah Arron, J.D.: The
CSO, as a member of the Northeast
Law Placement Consortium, to-
gether with the Women's Law
Section of the Maine State Bar
Association, was pleased to spon-
sor presentations in Maine and
Boston by widely acclaimed author
Deborah Anon. Ms. Anon is the
author of the books þlthat You Can
Do ll/ith a Law Degree and Run-
ning From the Law and co-author
of The Complete Guide to Contract
Lawyering, She spoke to students
and practicing attorneys about
career options and opportunities.
Kimm Walton, J.D.: The CSO
was also fortunate to have
Ms. Walton speak at the Law
School. Ms. Walton is the author
of the best-seller Guenilla Tacticsþr Getting the Legal Job of Your
Dreams, which features advice
from several CSO Directors across
the country including Tammy
Willcox, and also profiles a 1994
Maine graduate, J.T. Mann.
Public Interest Fellowship :
For the first time, the CSO spon-
sored a public interest summer
placement which has allowed a
student to work on a pamphlet
exploring the legal and financial
ramifications of breast cancer with
adjunct professor Faye Luppi,
Chair of the MSBA Women's Law
Section Breast Cancer Awareness
Committee. Using funds raised
I
I
i
t
ì
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exploring the legal and financial
ramifications of breast cancer with
adjunct professor Faye Luppi,
Chair of the MSBA Women's Law
Section Breast Cancer Awareness
Committee. Using funds raised
from the Boston Deborah Arron
program, this pamphlet will be
produced and distributed statewide.
Informational Sessions: The
CSO hosted informational sessions
detailing oppornrnities for law
school graduates in different orga-
nizations. This past year, sessions
included representatives from
UNUM, the Attorney General's
Offrce and the National Life Insur-
ance Company.
Resume Review: All students
were invited to submit resumes in a
OCI resume drop at the beginning
of the fall semester and at any time
throughout the year, for review and
critique by the CSO professionals.
In addition, the CSO distributed a
handbook with helpful examPles
an<l suggestions for resumes, cover
letters, writing samples and refer-
ence lists.
Interview Workshops: The
CSO sponsored two workshops in
the fall during which two former
interviewers from large law firms
provided information and an-
swered questions about resumes,
cover letlers, and interviewing
techniques. An additional inter-
viewing workshop was held for
first year sfudents in the sPring
semester.
Mock Interviews: The Fourth
Annual Mock Interview Morning
featured 25 attorneys who sPent a
Saturday moming conducting
practice interviews to help students
polish their interviewing skills.
Each student had two or more
interviews, after each of which
they received constructive criticism
and suggestions from the inter-
viewer. The day ended with a
luncheon and question/answer
session, which was a great oppor-
tunity for the students and attor-
neys to meet each other. Mock
interviews were also held for first
year students in the spring
semester.
Myers-Briggs Group and
Individual Evaluations: The
Career Services Office now pro-
vides students and alumni with the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, one
of the most popular selÊassessment
tools. The Myers-Briggs givel;
students an opporh.rnity to under-
stand their own and differing per-
sonality types. Small groups of ten
to fifteen students meet for an eval-
uation session after taking the
MBTI. Both group and individual
evaluation sessions were held this
year, involving over 50 students
and alumni.
Lawyers Lunch: This new
program pairs interested students
with an area practitioner to have
lunch and informally discuss the
practice of law. Guests included
former Maine Attorney General Jim
Tierney, and Lenny Sharon, a
criminal defense attorney in Port'
land and former Visiting Professor
at the Cumberland Legal Aid
Clinic,
District Court Judicial Intern
Program: For the third consecutive
suÍìmer, the Office matched district
court judges and student volunteers
for part{ime positions. This hæ
become a favorite employment
opportunify for first year law stu-
dents.
First Year Orientations: The
CSO held three two and one-half
hour orientation sessions for the
first year class. Students were en-
couraged to begin thinking about
their career goals, participated in
several group discussion exercises
and were provided information
about the career services offered at
the law school.
Judicial Clerkship \üork-
shops: Two judiciat clerkship
workshops were held to familiarize
students with the clerkship applica-
tion, interview and selection pro-
cess. Prior clerks spoke at one of
the workshops and Justice Mel
Greenberg from the Massachusetts
Court of Appeals was the guest
speaker at the other. In addition,
the oflice prepared clerkship hand-
outs for each of the New England
states and created and compiled
position descriptions fiom former
clerks.
Board Of Bar Examiners
Informational Session: The CSO
arranged a presentation by the
Board of Bar Examiners, Represen-
tatives from the Board explained
the bar exam process and answered
students' questions.
Young Lawyers Events: The
OfTice facilitated University of
Maine law students' involvement
in several activities with the Young
Lawyers Division of the Maine
State Bar Association. These in-
cluded a lL v. YLS softball game
and a Casino Night at the MSBA
summer meeting. Law students
also helped with the first annual
Maine Association for Public Inter-
est LaMYoung Lawyers Section
Yard Sale, the proceeds of which
benehtted MAPIL summer public
interest.fellowships and the Maine
Children's Cancer Fund.
Special Student Rates for
MSBA CLEs: The CSO arranged
for students to take any Maine
State Bar Association CLE semi-
nar forjust $25.00. The response
to this olfer has been impressive,
with approximately 75 students
taking advantage of it.
Events Outside
of Maine
The CSO regularly participates
in activities outside the state as
part of its effort to continually
expand career opportunities for
Maine law students. This past year
these activities included: The
National Association for Public
Interest Law Fair in Washington,
D.C.; The Northeast Law Place-
ment Consortium Bi-Annual
Conferences; and The New
Hampshire Legal Job Fair. I
Comrænts
and
Suggestions
The CSO is always
interested in new and im-
proved ways to provide
career services. Ifyou have
suggestions or commsnts,
or would like additional
information about the
CSO, please contact us at
QA7) 780-47e6.
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The Tlansformation of the Moot Court Room
At noon sharp, on Friday,
December 22,1995, Haas Con-
struction moved into the Law
School in full force to renovate the
Moot Court Room and the lobby of
the Law Building. They had three
weeks and two days to complete
this ta^sk. When students returned
from the Christmas break and
classes resumed on January 15,
199ó, it was difficult to imagine
the construction site over the three
week period; Working late through
many nights, Haas Construction
completed the work on time, and
on budget.
Official dedication of the Class
of 1970 Moot Court Room was on
Friday, March 15, 199ó. Becausc
of the enormously successful
efforts of members of the Class of
It's the third annual MAINE
LAW NIGHT AT THE SI]A
DOGS! Reserve your tickets early
for the picnic and game on
Wetlnesday, August 21, 1996.
Join us for a chicken bar-b.que on
the lawn at the Law School at
5:00 p.m. (or bring your own
picnic), and then walk (it's not
far) to the AA ba"seball league
I
1970 to raise a significant 25th
Reunion gift, and'dedicate i[ to an
important need at the Law School,
the Law School was able to convert
an ineffective classroom. and a
dreary and illogical courtroom into
a very comfortable and useful
classroom and an attractive prac-
tice trial courtroom, complete wi¡h
a bench for up to threejudges, ajury box. and a witness stand.
Bob Laskoff headed up the 25th
Reunion fund.raising for his class,
Representing the Class of 1970 at
the dedication, he said "I am tre-
mendously grateful to the Law
School for all it gave me, from a
terrifìc education to an opportunity
to contribute to.my community and
practice a profession which I really
enjoy." Laskoffis a trial attorney
game at Hadlook Fielã in Portland.
All tickets lor the Law Alumni
Association are reserved in the
same section this year. The Sea
Dogs are taking on the Canton
Indians. Cost ofthe bar-b-que and
game is $17 fbr adults; $12 for
children. Ilyou want to bring your
own picnic (we supply the drinks
and dessert). the cost is $10 for
Bob Laskoff'70 speaks at the
dedícatìon ofthe Cløss of 1970
Moot Court Room,
in Lewiston. To demonstrate how
the new Moot Court room works, .'
Jody Nofsinger and Dan Mitchell
presented their opening arguments
for the national trial competition
in Texas for which they were
prepanng. I
Døn Mítchell arguing for the
phìnrtff, whìle Proþxor Judy
Potter sits øs the judge
adults; $8 for children. Limit of 5
tiokets per person. Call the Alumni
Office for further information.
Invitations will be in the mail in
early July. Call if you do not re-
ceive an invitation. We look for-
ward to a good crowd and lots of
fun on August 21! I
Døn Mítch'ell, Jody Nofsínger, Dean Zíllman, ønd Bob Laskoff ølt partícì-
pøted ìn the dedicatíon of the Class of 1970 Moot Court Room,
Maine Law Night lAugust zlstl
at the Portiand Seã Ilogs
The Cluss of1971 gøthers ínfront
of "their" law school building at
68 High Street in Portland, Fìrst
row, left to righl: Orlsndo
Delogu, Joe Jøbar, Ed Godfrey,
Rich Peírce, Ron Cullenberg.
Middle row,left to right: Ed
Dìllon, Ron Colby, Bíll Brownell'
Steve Sunenblick, Mary K. Gonya
Brennøn, John llslker. Bøck
row: Peter Bøllou, Jo Citrin, Bob
Hanson, (hidden behind Bìll
Brownell) MÍchsel Burwíck,
Richørd Emerson, Ken Snitger'
Bob Dsviau, Dsvid Fletcher, Jìm
Grøsso, John Andrews. Nol
pictured but øttending Reunion:
Jerry McAulffi
Class of l97l Celebrates lts 25th Reunion
g
For the fourth consecutive year,
a Maine law school class has cele-
brated its 25th Reunion. "It is hard
to believe that we graduated from
law school 25 yearc ago," said Joe
Jabar, who acted as the Master of
\I
Joe Jabar, Bob Hanson and Døvíd Fletcher share
memories øt Dean Zillmqn's house
man's house and dinner at the
Portland Regency Hotel.
Three members of the Class of
l97l have died since graduation
(Tom Geyer, Bill Gore, and Bob
Noonan). For this reason, and
because of
the impor-
tance of
scholarship
support for
the Law
School, the
Class of
1971 has
designated
its 25th
Reunion gift to establish "The
Class of 1971 Memorial Scholar-
ship." To date, the class has over
S15,000 in pledges and payments.
When the principal reaches
S20,000, the Law School will
begin to award a scholarship from
this fund.
The entire reunion was a re-
laxed atmosphere which allowed
for catching
up with old
friends and
sharing mem-
ories of law
school and
experiences
since law
school.
Ed Godfrey
spoke briefly
about the
"character" of
the Class of
t
Mary Brennun ønd Jo Citrin, the
two women members of the Class
of I97I
1971. Several other members of the
faculty who had taught in the late
1960's joined the Class of l97l in
its celebration. These faculty in-
cluded Orlando Delogu, Caroline
Glassman, Ed Heisler, Jerry
Petruccelli, and Kinvin Wroth. I
a--- ,t
"ä
Ceremonies at the 25th Reunion
dinner on Saturday, May 18. Al-
most half of the members of the
class gathered on Saturday after-
noon for a class picfure on the
steps of 68 High Street, the build-
ing where the Class of 1971 spent
its law school years, followed by a
reception at Don and Linda Zí11-
Ron Cullenberg, Steve Sunenblick and Duvid Fletcher
enjoy ø light moment at dinner.
sL
t
ts.
Ed Díllon and Michaql Burwick
lísten to Dean Godfrey.
I
The Maine Association for
Public Interest Law (MAPIL) is a
student organization at the Univer-
sity of Maine School of Law.
whosc mission is to Promotc access
to lcgal scrvices for Maine's poor.
Donal.ions to the Annual Fund
and other fundraising events helP
support MAPIL's funding of fel-
Carolyn Adams
Julic tlrady
Max Branson
Laura llrooks
Tracey Cavanagh
Michael Defìne
Tracey DeVoll
Advocatc (part-timc). Penobscot
District Attomey's Olfìce,
Bangor, MI:
Intern. Tcxas Civil Rights Project,
Austin. TX
Intern (pafl-time). Maine Civil
Libenies Union. Pot-tìand, Ml.,
lntern. Pequot Tribal Court.
Ledyard, CT
Intern (part-time), Voluntcct' Lawyers
Project/Pine Tree Legal Assistance.
Poaland, ME
Intern, Arízona Center for Law in
the Public Interest, Phoenx, AZ
Intern, Maine Pretrial Services. Inc.,
Portland, MIi
lowships for students working in
summer public interest jobs. This
year over $9,000 was raised in the
Eighth Annual MAPIL Auction
held at the Law School on
April 12. Items and sen¿ices do-
nated by stafl faculty, students
and the local business community
werc auctioned off and the money
Jennifer Foye
Jenessa Gerard
Ben llalpern
Charles Fledrick
Lisa Morang
Rebekah Smith
Brad Springer
Deborah Taylor
Intern, New Flampshire Legal
Assistance, Portsmouth, Ntl
Intern, Legal Services for the frlderly,
Portland. ME
Intern. Ma¡ne Prctnal Scrv'ices.
Cumberland County. Mì:.
lnlern, Marnc Clvll L.rbertres
Unron. Portlanci" MI-:
lntern (pan-timc), Women's Lunch
Place Legal Advocacy Program.
Boston, MA
Intern (part-time), Legai Services
Center, Jamaica Ptain, MA
Intern, Michigan Migrant Lcgal
Assistance Pro-iect, Grand Rapids, MI
Intern (part-time). Maine Civil
Liberties Union, Potland. ME
Maine Association for Rtbl¡c lntelest law
Awalds Summer Fellowships
raised helped fund a total of fifteen
summer fellowships.
The Law School is pleased to
announce that the 1996 Selection
Comrnittee has awarded a total of
S30,000 in Public Interest Summer
Fellowships to the following
students:
Scholarship Reception
A large group o[ scholarshiP
donors and scholarship recipients
met on Friday afLemoon, March 29.
This annual reception provides
donors an opportunity to visit with
thc recipient of their scholarship,
and provides recipicnts an opportu-
Maggie Bsírd with Baírd Scholarship recipients
Humphrey Johnson '97 snd Thomøs Eyman'96
r0
nity to say "thank-you" to the
donors. The Law School awarded
68 scholarships from 21 separate
scholarship funds in 1995-96. In
addition to scholarship assistance,
the Law School also awarded 17
surnmcr public interest fellowships
in 1995. With tuition at an all-
time high, many students would
not be able to pursue a legal educa-
tion unless they received scholar-
ship assistance. We are committed
to building and expanding the
scholarship funds for law
students. I
Bsrbava Goodwin'96, Chíp Møson '96 qnd
tr[ìchøel Bosse'96
Scholarship Recipients for the
I gg5.-l 996 Academic Year
Al un nì Association Scholarshìps :
Shannon Courville
James Dowd
Michelle Doyle
Thor L,rickson
Katherinc Faragher
Catherine Haynes
Kimberly Houghton
Tara Jenkins
Robefi LeBrasseur
Erika Kennedy
Kcrith Kilhp
.loseph Prckcring
Sarah Putney
Melissa Reynolds
Flolli Sawyer
David Veilleux
John Weigold
Lorrie Whittaker
New Hømpshìre Alumní
Scholarshìp:
Dana Bienvenue
Vermo nt AI umni S chol arship :
William A. Ma"son IV
Richsrd H. Annstrong
Scholarship:
Randall llates
Vl/otnen,s Luvt A ss ociøtion
Scholørshìp:
Kimberlie Sweet
úYil ey F am íly S cholarshíp :
Gayle Cairns/Mary O' Meara
MLA Scholørship:
fuchard tlartley
Americøn College of Trail
Lawyers Scholarship:
Jodi Nofsingcr
Kennelh ønd Marjorie Baird
Scholarship:
Thomas Eyman
Regan Hornney
Humphrey Johnson
Rachel Pargeter
Isreøl Bernstein Memorisl
Scholørship:
Barbara Goodwin
Kirk Siegel
Richsrd Føv Memorisl
Scholørship:
Stephanie Flanary
Huny P. Gløssmun Memoriøl
Scholørshíp:
Michelle Kane
William Keefe
Katherine Skorpen-Claeson
Morrís & Sylviø Greenberg
Scholørshíp:
Christopher Leddy
Pierce B. snd Arluna Høsler
Memorísl Scholørship:
Jerome Gamache
Thomas Loureiro
Susan Pereira
Susan Spokes
Horsce S. Libby Memorisl
Scholarshíp:
Mary Beth Crocket
Linda Lockhart
Ronald Schneider
Martin Womer
Dør,id Ssntee Miller
Scholarship:
Alison Beyea
Lynnc Gardner
Robert Laskey
Iustice Hørold J, Rubin
Schohrship:
Daniel Mitcheli
,Iustice Ahrahn¡n M. Rudman
Scholørshíp:
Laura Beardsley
James Belleau
Michael Bosse
Thaddeus Day
Charles Dow
Christine laconeta
Michael Saxl
Mary Trottier
Carolyn Trzaskowski
Laura Valleau
Chsrles W. S¡nìth Memorial
Schoiør:skip:
Cheryl French
Bruce McGiauflin
Vi o I elte- Lo m b ørd S c ho lar s hip :
Mrchael Bresnick
Douglas Britton
Deirdre Casey
Jonathan Goidin
Catherine Lindgren
Brooke Porteous
Rebecca Raskin
Lynne Gardner'96 qnd
Roh Laskelt '96
Tsrø,Ienkìns '96, Chrìs Leddy '96, ønd Randy Bates '96 Sue Pereirs'97 and Brooke Potleous '97
tt
l.AW SCHOOT COMMENCEMENT 1996
On Saturday, May 18, 1996,
88 men and women received their
Juris Doctor degrees from the
University of Maine School of
Law. The graduation ceremonies
took place in the State Theater
before a full house of family and
friends. University of Maine Trust-
ee Albert Glickman extended con-
gratulations to the graduates. He
told them that they would be influ-
ential graduates and he urged them
to use that influence to persuade
the Governor and the State Legis-
lature not to starve the universify,
but to invest in education, "the
state's greatest resource.'1
University of Southern Maine
President Richard Pattenaudc
also welcomed and congratulated
the graduates. FIe said, "l hope
you learned to love the law; I know
that you dcvcloped thc capacity to
do well."
Dean Donald Zlllman presided
over the graduation activities.
Dean Ztllman compared the Class
of 1996 with law graduates of 25-
30 years ago. He said that in many
ways, 1996 graduates are better,
than earlier graduates. In making
his case, he stated that their view
of the law is much broader; they
are a much more diverse group of
people with much broader experi-
ences.and backgrounds; their aver
age age on entering law school was
27; marry of them are graduating
with practical, clinical expericnces;
they have a view far beyond Maine,
developed through participation in
a variety of international pro- ,
grams; and many of them have
made signifìcant contributions to
the community as they have pur-
sued their law degree.
Julia Underwood spoke on
behalf of the students of the Class
of 1996. She started her remarks
by saying to her classmates, "You
all are looking exccptionally hand-
some today!" Ms. Underwood
stated that she had reservations
when she started law school, not
about'the study of law, but about
the practice of law. She comment-
ed that, from Shakespeare's time to
the present, lawyers have been
depicted as deviouò and distrusted.
In today's popular cultufe, she said
t2
Julìa Underwood'96 was chosen
hy her peers to speakfor the
graduating class.
that lawyers are depicted as pitbulls snarling, mean, and tena-
cious. And yet, despite the poten-
tial ofthe first year experience to
create a group of wild animals, she
found, to the contrary, that the law
school experience.trained people to
think on their feet, to be precise, to
follow an argument through to its
conclusion, and most importantly,
to maintain and nurtu¡e dignity,
civility, and mutual respect among
the members of the community.
She said that with this "camarade-
rie and civilify...we can work to
dispel the ugly images of lawyers
out there." Julia concluded, "There
is a seating chart in my heart, and
each and every one ofyou will
have a place in it."
Paula Silsby, Class of 1976,
Assistant United States Attorney,
delivered the Commencement
address. Ms. Silsby represents all
of what the Class of 1996 was
looking for in a commencement
speaker- a practicing attorney
who has given to the community,
who is intellectually rigorous, hard
working, and who has unques-
tioned character. Ms. Silsby said
that, coming from a famity of
lawyers (her great grandfather,
both grandfathers, and.her father
all practiced law), she had a clear
'impression of what it nieant to be a
lawyer 
- 
a'"commitment to fair-
ness, to hard work, and unbending
ethical standards.:' Ms. Silsby said
that the key to success and satisfac-
tion in the practice of law was not
to be found in legal texts, or in the
sirens of winning 4nd money, but
rather in the ethical and honorable
daily work of the law. She told
graduates that their new degrees
"will launch you into a profession
with an honored history and with a
future that only you, through the
exercise ofthe highest ethical and
professional standards, can help to
assure,"
Dean Zillman annorrnced that,
with the enthusiastic support of the
Alumni Association Board and the
faculty, the Distinguished Alumni
Award had been re-named to hon-
or L. Kinvin Wroth who leaves in
July to become the Dean of the
Vermont Law School. The
L. Kinvin Wroth Alumni Award
was presented to two recipients
Superior Court Justice Nancy
Diesel Mills, Class of 1982, and
State Senator S. Peter Mills, III,
Class of 1973. "Nancy and Peter
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Paula Silsby '76 sddresses the
graduating class.
represent the best of legal practice
and public service who, as husband
and wife are at risk of becoming
Maine's power couple," said Dean
Zillman. Peter has for two decades
been a distinguished member of the
Maine trial bar. More recently, he
has been State Senator from his
Skowhegan District, co-Chair of
the Legislature's Judiciary Com-
mittee, and a wise and able leader
in a Legislature with very few
lawyer memtjers. Nancy has moved
from private practice to appoint-
ment to the Maine District Court to
promotion to the Maine Superior
Court. She recently handed down a
decision on the state's responsibili-
ties for lhe Augusta Mental Health
Institute. Dean Zillman noted that
her decision on AMHI "...has been
Husband and wìfe leam, Justice
Nøncy ønd Senøtor Peter Mills,
were recìpients of the L, Kínvín
Wroth Alumni Award.
recognized as the kind ofthought-
ful, yet tough, decision that re-
minds us olthe specilìc responsi-
bilities of the judiciary to make
some of the hard decisions of our
society."
Associate Dean Michael Lang
and Assistant Dean Barbara Gaud-
itz presented awards on behalf of
the faculty (see complete list of
award recipients), and Alumni
Association President Keith Pow-
ers '73 presented the Law Alumni
Association Award to an outstand-
ing class member, Jodi Nofsinger.
Dean Zillman, with the assis-
tance of Keith Powers (a partner at
Preti, Flaherty, Beliveau and Pa-
chios), announced that this was the
first year that the Law School is
awarding the "Justice Sidney W.
Wernick Prize for Legal Writing."
This prize, established by the law
firm of Preti, Flaherty, Beliveau
and Pachios in honor of their
founding partner, Sidney Wernick,
is given "to the student who is
judged to have produced the out-
Charlotte úlernìck, wife of the late
Justice Sydney ll/ernick, with the
Jìrst Werníck Príze For Legal
llritíng recípìent Jonuthøn
Goldin'96
stanrling piece of student legal
writing during the year." The
Wernick Prize was awarded to
Jonathan Goldin for his Law Re-
view Comment "Labor-Manage-
ment Cooperation: Bath Iron
Works's Bold New Approach."
Professor Kinvin tVroth ìntro-
duces the recípients ofthe
L. Kinvin ll/roth Alumnì Award.
Professor L. Kinvin Wroth read
the names of the graduates, and
diplomas were presented by Regis-
trar Frances Tucker and Dean
Donald N. Zillman.
A reception for graduates,
faculty, famiiy, and friends fol-
lowed the formal ceremonies. r
Awanils
Facultv Scholastic Achievement
Award, for highest academic
average: Bqrbsrs Goodwin
Cumberland Bqr Association
Award, for greatest contribution to
the development of the school
through scholarship, work in the
Maine Law Review. and other
student activities: Michsel
Bresnick
Law Alumni Association Award, to
an outstanding class member: Jodi
Nofsinger
Faculty Significant Achievement
Awards, for academic performance
and overall contribution:
Terry Cloutier; Daniel Mitchell;
Emily Roosevelt; Ron Schneider
L\/ernick Prize,for Legal Ilriting, to
the student who has submitted the
best piece oflegal scholarship
during the year: Jonathan Goldìn
G ignoux Award 
.for Appellate
Advocacy, for excellence in advo-
cacy skills: Robyn March, Dou-
glas Massey
Facalty Award.for Trial Advocacy,
for outstanding performance in
advocacy courses: Døn Mitchell,
Jodi Nofsinger
l4/es t Scho I as t ic A c hi ev emenl
Award, for outstanding academic
performance in selected areas of
the curriculum: Bsrbsrø Goodwìn,
llíllìam Møson, Lynne Gardner
American Banhuptcy Law Journal
Award: Bruce McGlauflin
Independent \4/riting Proj ect
Award, for the best independent
writing project: Bruce McGlauflin
Maine State Bar Association Pro
Botto Siudent Award, for law-
related services to the community
without compensation: Ronsld
Schneíder
Student Bar Association Setttice
Award, for distinguished service to
the student body: Røndøll Bstes,
Ronald Schneider
Honor
Graduates
Magaa Cum Laude
Barbara Goodwin
Bruce McGlauflin
Daniel Mitchell
Emily Roosevelt
Cum Laude
Tracie Adamson
James Belleau
Michael Bosse
Rachel Bouchard
Michael Bresnick
Deirdre Casey
Teresa Cloutier
Robert Conkling
Hope Creal
Martha Day
Lynne Gardner
Jonathan Goldin
Patrick Gordon
Seth Hanow
Heather Jagels
William Keefe
Sunny Leung
Catherine Lindgren
William Mason
Douglas Massey
Brian Murphy
Jodi Nofsinger
Nathaniel Putnam
William Savage
Ronald Schneider
Sandra Shannon
Kieran Shields
Susan Spokes
Jason Tiballi
r3
Røchel Bouchørd (míddle) ønd
friends
Mike Bosse qnd Bill Møson Comrnence
Seth
ønd
Líndø Lockhørt ønd fømily
The delightful and delþhted Deírdre
Casey
Emíly Roosevelt, Maríanna Archer, Cøtherine Lindgren,
Deirdre Cusey, and Jodi Nofsinger
Christine laconeta, Heøther Jagels, Tura
Jenkíns snd Michelle Kane
.¡
(second from left) The Hon. Jømes P, Dunleøvy '68
next to son Jim Dunleøvy, ølong with other members
of the Dunleøvy Fømily
ment lçÐçÐ(t
rl'
Køte Werner ønd son Riley
,row, Chrìstopher Allen, Jsmes Belleøa,
e Bosse
1996 Gruduates Susøn Spokes und Bíll
Savage
Kimberly Sweet, Jonøthøn Goldin, llilliøm Møson,
Børbørs Goodwin ønd Jøson TíbsUi
g Møssey
Røndøll Bøtes
P¡esideftt's
Column
Keith (Køp) A. Powers '73
One of thc benefìts of this posi-
tion is the opportunity to keep
close to thc Law School and its
student body. Many graduates tend
to lose what once were close ties. I
am hoping you will work at re-
establishing your interest and
connections.
For instance , I was lortunate to
attend the latcst graduation at the
renovated State Theater in Port-
land. Guest spcaker was Pauia
Silsby '76, Assistant U.S. Attorney
in Portland.
The Alumni Association award
was presentcd to a talcnted thrrd-
year student, Jodi Nofsingcr. She
had been nice enough to let me
Keith Powers '73. President
Arlyn Weeks '81, Vice-President
F. Mark Terison '78, Sccretary
Diane l)usini 'tì7, Treasurer
June Zellers '86, I:x Officio
Jamcs llorvic ?7
Malha Ca^sey '82
Dorcen Connor '86
Martha Freeman '80
Paul Hirsch '68
Robert tloy '83
Louisc McCarthy '92
1996 Law Alumni Association
Boald of Dircctors
know before the ceremony the hood
on my gown was supposed to be
purple, not "inside out" red.
In addition graduates Peter '73
and Nancy '82 Mills were honored
as the hrst recipients of the newly
and appropriately named
"L. Kinvin Wroth Alumru Award"
for outstanding legal services.
Kinvin attended his last graduation
and spoke briefly about his deep
feelings for the Law School, his
home for 32 years. I have never
quite forgiven Kinvin for making
our civil procedure class analyze
"Sibbach v. Ililson " for three
weeks in 1973. But seriously, hun-
d¡eds ofLaw School graduates
rubbed shoulders with Kinvin and
arc much better off for it.
I also attcndcd a spring rcccp-
tion for all recipients of scholar-
ships, including several funded by
your donations to the Alumni
Fund. Several students came up to
me to express their thanks for the
Aiumni Association's suppoft ,
These students obviously appreciate
the chance to study law at such a
quality place. They all toid me how
friendly the school is, and some
said scholarship aid made a differ-
ence in their deciding to go to the
University of Maine.
Last but not least, I have attend-
ed alumni luncheons to meet some
ofyou and express thanks for your
help. Just by taking one and one-
half hours to show up at the lun-
cheon you will learn from Dean
Zillman about the latest "goings
on" and enjoy some fellowship.
Duncan McEachern '68
Peter McKenney '77
James Molleur '79
Lawrence Mullen '8 I
Laura O'Hanlon '92
Donna Ryan '88
David Silk '85
David Silsby '58
Paula Silsby '76
Kathryn Vezina '90
Elizabeth Woodcock '88
Thad Zmlstowski '89
How can you help? NOT large
amounts ol'time, commitment, or
cash are needed. Please consider:
1) Hire a law student for the sum-
mer or during the school year for
research or similar projects (better
yet, hire one full-time!). 2) Con-
tribute something to the Annual
Fund drive this year, now more
important than ever to the School.
(Unfornrnately in 1995, 12 fewer
people donated than the year be-
l-ore, though our total giving was
up 9%).3) Write to the Dean (or
me) with your concerns or sugges-
tions for change. We will respond,
I promise. 4) Let alumni reiations
director, Mary Nelson know of
your professional activities and
we'll publish those that are "fit to
print." 5) Use the library or Class
ol I 968 conlercnce room or visit
the renovated moot coufi room
made possible through the gener-
ous 25th Reunion gift of the Class
of 1970. 6) Go to the Alumni
Associalion sponsored Sea Dogs
game on August 21, 1996, anend
next April's annual dinner, and
catch the closest alumni luncheon
each spring. 7) Talk up support for
the importance ol law in our soci-
ety and the positive role lawyers
must piay. 8) Support the Law
Review - buy it and read it! 9) Call
up and visit your fcllow class-
mates. Organize your own "mini
reunion" and keep in touch. 10)
Remember the Law School still
needs you. Have a great summer.
It's finally arrived in Greater Port-
land. "And thanks for listening." r
Retired Boanil
Members
The Alumni Assocation expresses
its appreciation to those officers
and directors who retired from the
Board in 1995: June Zellers '86
(1990-1995, President in 1995).
June continues ør o./ficio on the
Board as the Immediate Past
President; Il.obert Bw"gess '79
(1993-1995); Elizabeth Butler' 79
(1990-1995, President ín 1994);
Peter Herhst' 7 3 (1990-1995):
II¡illiam Kanv '84 (1990-1995);
Patrla Singet" '78 (1990-1995);
Peter lliley'89 (1995)
{
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law Alumni Association Annual Dinner
Draws Big Crowd
Over 115 alumni, students,
faculty and staffgathered on Satur-
day, April 20 for the annual Law
Alumni Association dinner at the
Portland Country Club. The
evening centered around stimulat-
ing conversation, seeing friends
and colleagues, and honoring two
special people.
Dan Wathen '65, received the
first "University of Maine Law
Alumni Association Distinguished
Service Award" in recognition of
his distinguished legal career, his
service as a Justice and as Chief
Justice of the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court, his public service,
his generous contribution of time
and talent to the Alumni Associa-
tion, to current students, and to the
Law School in general, his service
as a member of the Law School's
Board of Visitors, and his loyal
and valuable interest in and service
to the University of Maine School
of Law. Mark Terison '78, Secre-
tary of the Alumni Association and
Assistant U.S. Attorney, presented
the award to Justice Wathen which
included a certificate, and a collec-
tor's model of a Harley Davidson
motorcycle. The Law Alumni
Association also honored Kinvin
Wroth for his 32 years of service as
teacher, dean, and friend to the
University of Maine School of
Law. The Law Alumni Association
gave Wroth a watercolor of the
Maine Law School building,
painted by David Silsby '58, for
Kinvin to hang on the wall of his
Vermont Law School office.
Jody Nofsìnger '96, speaks øt the
Annual Dínner whíle Dan
Mitchell'96 looks on
Students Jody Nofsinger '9ó,
and Dan Mitchell '96, described
briefly their view of the Law
School in1996. They also talked
about the National Trial Advocacy
Competition [Jody and Dan won
the New England regional compe-
tition, and Dan was named "Best
Advocate" in that round of the
competitionl. Jody and Dan repre-
sented New England in the final
round of the competition in Texas.
Dean Zillman brought alumni
up to date on happenings at the
Law School fsee complete Dean's
report in this issuel, r
Kìnvín ll/rolh øccepting the
watercolor of the Law School
from Løurø O'Hanlon '92
Lindø and Many Rogolf wìth
Lørry Mullen '81 and wìfe Kitty
Mal Lyons 170, Bill Dawson '89
snd hís wífe Laurí Dawson
Donnø Ryøn '88, Steve Bíther '88,
Jeffrey Ryøn, Lísa Friedlander '92
Peter Míchaud '77, Michael
Saucíer '78, Stephen Devìne '77
?
)
It
t
Retíríng Professor Kinvin ll'roth, Alumnì Assocíarton
President Keith Powers '73 and Distínguished Servíce
Awørd recipient Dan ll¡athen '65
Student Mary O'Meara '97, Mark Black, friend of Chris
Wto '93, Professor Døvíd Gregory '68 and lllrítíng
Instructor Nancy llanderer '90
l7
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Ilggs Annual Report of Giving
r 1995 Ännual Fund
New Record Set: MANY THANKS
to the 9l I alumni and lriends of the Law
School who contributed a record gift ol
5147,332 to the Law School Annual Fund
in 1995. This amount was 9o/o more than
raised in 1994.723 Alumni cont¡ibuted to
the 1995 Ânnual Fun<l, representing 387o
of all alumni. Although down from 1994's
participation rate ol 42"/o, this percentage
still places the Univcrsity of Maine high
among all law schools naticnwide. 13
Classes increascd their percentage of
giving over 1994, and l9 classes in-
creasecl thc amount of their class total gift.
There werc seven morc members of the
Dean's Club (contributors of S1,000 or
more) in 1995 than in i 9941 there were 19
more mcmbers olthe Century Club (con-
tributors betwcen Sl00 and $250) than in
1994.
Tcam Effort: MANY TIIANKS to all
thc volunteers who participated in the
199-5 Annual Fund. Un<ier the able leader-
ship of thc Annual Frurd Chair, Kap
Powers, class fund agents attended phona-
thons, cajoled their classmates, followed
up calls with notcs, and did their best to
persuade their classmatcs of the worthi-
ness and importance olcontributíng to the
Law School. Names of the,55 alumni/ae
who served as class agcnts are listed at
the beginning oleach class listing of
contributors. The 1995 Annual Fund
would not have succceded as well as it did
without the hard work olthe class agents.
General Support: MANY TIIANKS
to all the alumni/ae and lriends who
supported special cvents at the Law
School such as the Colfrn Lecture and the
National Trial Advocacy New England
rcgional cornpctition.
Friends' Support: MANY TIIÄNKS
to the numerous lricnds who show support
for the Law School through their generous
Total Giving
Gilis from Alumni
Gilis from Friends
Nurnber of Gifts .......,.
Alumni Gifts ........
Friends Gifts ........
Alumni Participation,
Un-reslricted Gifts ......
Rcstncted Gifts ......,,,.
donations. The Maine F-ellows of the
American College of Trial Lawyers con-
tinued their commitment to funding an
annual scholarship while building a per-
manent endowment to support an ACTL
scholarship. The Women's Law Associa-
tion continued its support of funding a
scholarship for a woman student.
Faculty, Staff and Students: MANY
TI{ANKS to the faculty, stafÍl and stu-
dents who contributcd to support the Law
School through payroll deductions and
other gills.
r 25th Reunion Gifts
MÀNY TIIANKS to the Class ol i 970
for its spectacular 25th Reunion Gift total
of over S32,0001 This gifl made possible
thc renovation of the Moot Court Room
into an cflective classroom and a wonder-
ful, attractive praclice trial or appeals
courtroom. The renovation was completed
over the Christmas break, and the Class of
1970 Moot Court Room was dedicated
oflicially on March 15. In addition to the
Moot Couf Room, an in-kind gift from
Jay Thiese '70, provided fumishings for
the Clinic and selected spaces in the Law
School. Building on the success ofthe
Classcs ol I 968 and I 969, the Ciass of
I 970 set a record for a 25th Reunion gift.
Which class will establish a new 25th
Reunion record?!
I Godfrey Fund and Law
Library Addition
MANY THANKS to those who com-
pleted their pledges to the Godfrey Fund
and to the Law Library Addition. A total
of $ I 1,690 was contributed to the Godfrey
Fwrd in pledge payments in 1995; a total
of $6,870 was contributed to the Law
Library Addition in pledge payments in
I 995. Both campaigns have been officially
closed, and final reports on contributors
will be completed over the sununer.
1995 Annual Fund Highlights
r MAPIL Auction
MANY THANKS to the students,
faculfy, alumni, staff, and fnends who
contributed to the MAPIL (Maine
Association of Public Interest Law)
Auction success. The 1995 auction
raised a record $9,632 in support of thc
Summer Public Interest Fellowship
Program. l7 Students had public inter-
est feilowships in the sulrlmer of 1995-
I New Scholarships
MANY TIIANKS to the generosity of
lriends who lunded new scholarships and
prizes at the Law School in 1995. As
tuitions continue to climb, scholarship
assistance becomes more and more impor-
tant to students, and we are very grateful
for all contributions to Law School schol-
arship funds. Sylvia Cneenberg estab-
lished the "Morris and Sylvia Greenberg
Scholarship" which, when fully funded,
will be the largest scholarship fund at thc
Law School. Dorothy Rubin, her son,
Peter Rubin and daughter, Adelle Ru-
bin, established the "Justice Harold J.
Rubin Scholarship" to be awarded to a
student who excels in trial practice law.
Both the Greenberg and Rubin scholar-
ships were awarded for the first time in
1995. Also awarded for the first time was
the "Justice Sidney W. Wernick Prize for
Legal Writing" which was established in
memory of Sidney Wemick by Preti,
Flaherty, Beliveau & Pachios. Finally, the
"Bemstein District Court Fellows Pro-
gram" was established with the extraordi-
nary bequest f¡om the estate of Selma
Bernstein, widow olLouis Bernstein who
served on the Portl¿nd Municipal Cowt
(which became the District Court) and
was a senior member of the Bemstein,
Shur, Sawyer & Nelson law firm.
st47,332
s 104,014
s43,3 1 8
911
723
188
38%
s63,263
s84,069
Ilighest % Participation
Biggest % Increase
Largest Gift .. . .,. ,
1913 - 6r%
1965 - 51%
1980 - s4%
1963, from 11.o/, to 330/"
1973, from 45% to 610/"
1995, from 35% to 44%
1970: $ 16,350
1969:$7,110
1973:$6,8 00
1971: from S1735 to $5535
1970: from $13,960 to $16,350
1969: from $5,800 to $7,1 10
r8
Biggest Increase,..
Annual Fund Special Recognition Clubs
DEAN'S CLUB l$l,OOo or moref
This club recognizes those who contributed at least $1,000 to the 1995 An¡ual Fund Campaign.
Anonymous'79
Eleanor M, Baker '78
Laurie L. Balmuth '80
Rosalyne S. Bemstein '86
James M. Bowie '77
Steams J. Bryant, Jr. '68
J. Michael Conley, III '70
Robert F. Hanson '71
David B. Hawkes '69
Robert A. Laskoff '70
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr. '69
Sarah C. Mclntyre '76
Francis J. O'Toole '70
Richard M. Peirce '71
John W. Sitarz'72
Jay F, Theise '70
Gary F. Thorne '73
Ira J. Waldman'76
Peter J. Wiley '89
Richard S. Wolfe '64
David M. Yarnell '70
Barry Zimmerman '70
Sumner T. Bernstein
Hon. Caroline D. Glassman
Robert and Dagmar Hamilton
Irving Kagan
Ralph I. Lancaster, Jr.
Peter J. Rubin
Mrs. Dorothy Rubin
Hon. Paul L. Rudman
Professor L. Kinvin Wroth
Dean Donald N. Zillman
#KPMG Peat Manwick
Foundation
Women's Law Association
BAR/BRI
The Gene R. Cohen
Charitable Foundation
THIRD DECADE CLUB l$soo-$9qql
This club recognizes those who contnbuted at least $500 but less than S1,000 to the 1995 Annual Fund Campaign.
GFTATLENGE CLUB I $Z5O-$4991
Anonymous'71
Anonymous'87
John B. Andrews '71
Eugene C. Coughlin, III '70
Hon. Charles L. Cragin '70
Edward F. Day, Jr.'73
Peter J. DeTroy, lll'72
David J. Evans '78
Rebecca H. Farnum'77
David J. Fletcher '71
Kathleen Barry '80
Ronald S. Battocchi '74
Mary T. Bell '74
Henry N. Berry,III'64
Thomas C. Bradley '92
Hon. William S. Brownell '71
Paul S. Bulger '85
Michael P. Cantara '81
James W. Case'74
Martha L. Casey '82
Janis Cohen '80
Robert L. Couturier '70
Geoffrey K. Cummings '82
Michael R. Currie '80
Bryan M. Dench'75
Edward E. Dillon, Jr.'71
Margaret R. Downing '78
Thomas R. Downing'78
Ward L Graffam '67
Steven A. Hammond '77
Geoffrey H. Hole'72
Peter L. Kelley '79
Basil L. Kellis '68
Fernand R. LaRochelle '71
Mark G. Lavoie '78
Margaret L. Lavoie '87
Peter C. McKenney '77
Robert J. Melnick '50
Cdr. Brian N. Durham '83
Diane Dusini '87
Linda Smith Dyer'80
Richard S. Emerson, Jr. '71
Gregory L. Foster'73
Alfred C. Frawley, lll'76
Robert G. Frazier'78
Sidney H. Geller'63
William P. Hardy '73
Robert V. Hoy '83
Bruce M. Jervis'77
Mary Ann Lynch'84
John D. McElwee '73
Hon. John McKeman, Ir.'74
Robert E. Miller '66
Ma¡c C. Owen'73
Robert A. Parlow'78
Sally Bradley Peacock '84
Craig H. Nelson '69
John J. Ryan '70
James S. Stolley '93
Kurt E. Vragel, Jr.'75
Elizabeth C. Woodcock '88
Charles W. Allen
Professor Colleen A. Khoury
*Audrey P. Kogut
Hon. Paul T. Pierson '72
Glen L. Porter '78
Keith A. Powers '73
Jonathan W. Reitman '78
Roderick R. Rovza¡ '73
Hon. Ronald D. Russell '72
Frank J. Scanlon '73
Mary L. Schendel '76
William P. Shumaker '87
David P. Silk '85
Charles W. Smith, Jr.'73
Terry N. Snow'73
Yilin Tang '90
Zhengyu Tang'92
Arlyn H. Weeks '81
John A. Woodcock, Jr.'76
Genrong Yu '89
June D. Zellers '86
John and Maida Marquis
Professor Martin A. Rogoff
James Rudman
Estate of Karl S. Hooper
Pierce, Atwood, Scribner,
Allen, Smith & Lancaster
Thomas DiCenzo, Inc.
Nancy P. Drake
Mr. & Mrs. Richard S.
Hartley
Samuel K. Rudman
Margaret L. Smith
Conley, Haley & O'Neil
curtis & Griffin
Drummond, Woodsum
& MacMahon
Monaghan, Leahy,
Hochadel & Libby
l9
This club recognizes those who contributed at least $250 but less than $500 to the 1995 Annual Fund Campaign.
CENTURY CLUB l$l O()-$24çÐl
This club recognizes rhose who contribured at least $100 but less than $250 to the 1995 Annual Fund Campaign'
Kwt W. Adams'97
Carol M. Allen'92
Alex Auty'88
Robert H. Avaunt'73
Barry A. Bachrach '82
John E. Ilaker'79
Joseph M. Baldacci '91
Peter G. Ballou '71
Edmond J. Bearor '88
IIon. Roland Bcaudoin '77
Edward R. Benjamin, Jr. '84
MichaelP. Bcntley '72
Ronald L. llissonnette '81
Melvin L. Bloomenthal '69
Robert J. Bocko'85
Ronald D. Bourque '72
Robcrt W. Bower, Jr. '85
Jocl F. Bowie '72
Sarah Downs Bowie '77
Richard F. Brecn, Jr.'61
Robert S. Briggs'73
David A. Bronson '74
Robert A. Burgcss'79
Elizabeth A. Burns '85
Natalie L. Burns '87
Michael C. Burwick '7i
David R. Butler '76
Elizabeth R. Butler'79
I{on. Susan W. Calkins '70
Everett B. Carson '77
Elizabeth Anne Carton '82
Edgar S. Carlin, III '81
fuchard C. Cewizzt'70
Paul W. Chaiken '74
Peter L. Chandler '76
Thomas Il. Child'78
Cynthia T. Churchill '84
Jeffcry J. Clark '80
Ronald E. Colby, III '71
Joannc F. Cole '81
Kevin T. Colc '92
Sandra tl. Collier'77
Joan Labnque Cook'78
Kevin T. Crilly '88
Peter M. Cullen '85
William W. Darrow, Jr. '81
Dorcas II. Deans '82
R. Peter Decato '73
Jcan M. Deighan '76
Robert Deschene '90
Mary B. Devine'83
David A. DiMuzio '73
Christopher C. Dinan '82
Donnelly S. Douglas '78
Robert G. Driscoll '76
R, Terrance Duddy '80
Mark E. Dunlap '75
Martha D. Dunlap '80
20
Brett Harding Duxbury '91
Robert L. Eddy, Jr.'69
Elizabeth P. Eddy '92
E. Paul Eggert '78
Roger S. Elliott '63
Rrchard W. Elliott '65
Richard W. Elliott, II '86
Ronald A. Epstein '77
Joseph B. Ezhaya'68
Dwight A. Fifield '73
Jonathan M. Flagg '87
Martin J. Foley '78
Hon. Paul A. Fritzsche '75
Mark G. Furey '77
James E. Gagan '52
Peter N. Gardner '73
Ellen E. George '75
Thomas R. Gibbon'74
Alan D. Gibbons '75
Phyllis G. Givenz'74
Hon. Peter J, Goranites '73
Kevin F. Gordon '84
Paul R. Gosselin '76
Peter W. Greenleaf '74
Kristin A. Gustafson '87
John L. Hammond '75
William II. llanson '82
Alan F. Harding '78
Terence M. Flanigan '88
Charlcs A. Harvey, Jr.'74
Erik J. Heels '95
Thomas W, llennen '73
Peter C. Herbst '73
Susan P. Herman '79
Michaei H. Hill '88
Paul J. Hirsch 'ó8
John A. tlobson '83
Joel E. Flokkanen '73
Peter V. Holden '73
Ann T. Ilollyday '84
Rupert J. Jennings, III '80
Sue A. Jerome '8ó
Norine C. Jeweil '87
Xiaoyan Jin'91
Rendie A. Jones '67
Jeffrey W. Jones '82
William B. Jordan '77
Robert A. Jutras '88
William S. Kany'84
Maureen Keegan '85
Theodore II. Kirchne¡'77
Edward W. Klein '79
Norman S. Kominsky '94
Donald M. K¡eis '93
James S. Kriger'ó3
E. Chris L'Hommedieu '95
William O. LaCasse '83
David J. Lakan'84
R. Howard Lake'78
Leonard W. Langer'78
Mark W. Lawrence '90
Thomas G.Leahy'74
Edward D. Leonard, III 'ó9
William C. Leonard '80
Alan J. Levenson '59
Annmarie Levins '83
Kenneth A. Lexier '91
Kevin G. Llbby'79
William W. Logan '83
Karen B. Lovell '79
Leslie E. Lowry,III '83
Anne Lucey'91
Malcolm L. Lyons '70
Joseph R. Mackey '76
Thomas D. Maher '77
Pasquale F. Maiorino '73
Joseph C. Manera, Jr. '73
Michael K. Martin '89
Scott A. McGili '77
Elizabeth Beard
Mclaughlin'93
Paul S. McNamara '69
Michael G. Messerschmidt '78
Marcia Metcalf '92
Charles E. Miller '79
William J. Milliken '92
S, Perer Mills, III '73
Hon. Nancy Diesel Mills '82
James F. Molleur'79
Jason D. Mo¡zack'74
Robert A. Moore '74
Stephen W. Moriarty '78
Lawrence J, Mulien '81
Robert A. Nagy '72
David B. Neumeyer'79
John C. Nivison, II '85
Constance P, O'Neil '79
Gaii Ogilvie '77
Eve H. Oyer'81
Stev Y. Parker '88
Roy T. Pierce '92
David C. Pierson '93
Ruth E. Plagenhoef'80
Anne B. Poulin '73
Harvey Prager'94
Elizabeth A. Prather '92
Linda Rossignol Ramsden '94
Robert B. Ravenelle '87
Wallace S, Reed'75
Glenn H, Robinson '79
Deborah Buccina Rogers'81
G. Steven Rowe '87
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, III'73
Geoffrey A. Rushlau'79
James S. Russell '78
Donna M. Ryan '88
John M. Safford'73
Joanne S. Sataloff'77
Hon. Leigh I. Saufley '80
William E. Saufley '80
George C. Schelling '79
Rebecca Warren Seel '78
Justin G. Sharaf '65
Barbara G. Shaw '94
Heidi Shealy '92
Rrchard A. Shinay '80
Susan G. Shorey '81
David S. Silsby'58
Paula D. Silsby '76
Lynne P. Skeirik '92
Brent R. Slater '73
David B. Smith, Jr. '68
Steven R. Smith '81
Brenda C. Smúh-Weiss '84
Susan A. Sparaco '87
David M. Spencer '82
Jon C. Stanley '95
Joanne B. Steneck'87
Graydon G. Stevens '77
Daniel J. Stevens '88
William H. Stiles '95
Peter J. Stocks'88
Debra Stokes'80
Andrew Strongin'92
Joan Sturmthal '86
Mark E. Susi '79
Drew E. Swenson '84
Annee H.J. Tara'73
F. Mark Terison '78
Benjamin P. Tow¡nend '90
Norman G. Trask '88
Coileen P. Tucker'84
William J. Tymoczko '82
Vendean V. Vahades '85
fuchard E. Valentino '60
Edwinna C. Vanderzanden '84
John K. Veroneau '89
Kathryn L. Vezina '90
Christine C, Vito '93
Major Robin D. Walmsley '82
Barbara J. Walsh '85
Nancy Wanderer'90
Daniel R. Warren '83
Hon, Daniel E. Wathen 'ó5
Thomas Watson '82
Robin D. Watts '93
Christopher A. Webber, Jr, '71
Paui L. 'Weeks '76
Joseph E. Welsh, Jr. '93
Dorothy M. Wentworth '94
Martha F. Willard '86
Gary C. Wood'75
Judith A. Fletcher
Woodbury'80
Roster of Donors to t|re lgq5 Annual Fund
Christopher A. Wyskiel '80
David W. Zesiger'85
Shanshan Zhou'93
Lawrence J. Zuckerman '73
Charles H. Abbott
Bernard R. Adams
Milton and Gloria Adelman
Kathy W. Bubar
Carolyn R. Bullerwell
Joseph B. Campbell
Hon. Gene Carter
Ilon. Frank M. Cofhn
Hon. David M. Cohen
David and Janis Cohen
Peter W. Culley
Geraldine l)elMonaco
Professor Orlando 11. Delogu
I)uane D. I.itzgerald
Dean Edward S. Godfrey
PORTLAND UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
Class Agent:
Alan J. Levenson
6 Donors
ó% Participation
$ l ,07s
James E. Gagan
Alan J. Levenson
Robert J. Melnick
James E. Murray, Jr.
David S. Silsby
Richard E. Valentino
CLASS OF 1962
Class Agent:
Alan J. Levenson
I Donors
13% Participation
s50
FIon, Carl O. Bradford
CLASS OF 1963
Class Agent:
Robert W. Ferguson
3 Donors
38% Participation
$550
Roger S. Elliorr
Sidncy H. Geller
James S. I3iger
Hon. Harriet & Merton Henry
Hon. D. Brock Hornby
Sherry F. Huber
Reta Kolonel
Shep and Candice Lee
Professor Merle W. Loper
Carter H. Manny, III
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Barry K. Mills
Peter L. Murray
Leonard and Merle Nelson
Mary P. Nelson
Hon. David A. Nichols
Harold C. Pachios
Rudolph T. Pelletier
Roger A. Putnam
Hanison L. Richardson. Jr.
Robert S. Rudman
Hon. Louis Scolnik
Paul H. Sighinolfì
George Z. Singal
William C. Smith
Richard N. Solman
Albert M. Stevens
Mrc. Betty Tabachnick
& Family
Sigrid E. Tompkins
Lewis V. Vahades
Professor Thomas M. Ward
Peter B. Webster
Charlotte B. Wernick
Tammy C. Willcox
Robert B. Williamson, Jr.
Carl R. Wright
Amerling & Burns, P.A.
#The Arthur J. Gallagher
Foundation
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer
& Nelson
#The Boeing Company
#Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, Inc.
Farris, Susi, Hazelton
& Ladd, P.A.
Fenton, Chapman, Fenton,
Smith & Kane
#Þ-idelity Investments
Fleet Bank of Maine
Kelly, Remmel &
Zimmerman
Maine Supreme Judicial
Court
Murray, Plumb & Murray
#Northeast Utilities
Rudman & Winchell
Sherman Lumber Company
Stinson, Lupton. Weiss
& Gabree, P.A.
#Tyco Laboratories Inc.
Edward D. Leonard, III
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr.
Paul S. McNamara
Craig H, Nelson
Robert N. Walkcr
CLASS OF I97O
25th Reunion
Class Agent:
Robert A. Laskoff
14 Donors
45% Participation
$ 16,3 50
Hon. Susan W. Calkins
Richard G. Cewizz.i
J. Michael Conley, III
Eugene C. Coughlin, III
Robert L. Couturier
Hon. Charles L. Cragin
Philip P. Houle
Robert A. Laskoff
Malcolm L. Lyons
Francis J. O'Toole
John J. Ryan
Jay F. Theise
David M. Yarnell
Barry Zimmerman
2l
CLASS OF 1964
Class Agent:
Henry N. Berry, III
2 Donors
220/o Participation
$ r ,250
Henry N. Berry,III
fuchard S. Wolfe
CLASS OF I9é5
Class Agent:
Richard W. Elliott
4 Donors
57t/o
$3 50
Richard W, Elliott
Richard A. Lord
Justin G. Sharaf
Hon. Daniel E. Wathen
CLASS OF 1966
Class Agent:
Robert E. Miller
I Donor
25% Participation
$250
Robert E. Miller
CLASS OF 1967
Class Agent:
Richard F. Breen, Jr.
3 Donors
21% Participation
$800
Richard F, Breen, Jr.
Ward L Graffam
Rendle A. Jones
CLASS OF 1968
5 Donors
22Yo Particípation
$ I ,850
Stearns J. Bryant, Jr
Joseph B. Ezhaya
Paul J. Hirsch
Basil L. Kellis
David B. Smith, Jr.
CLASS OF 1969
Class Agent:
Craig H. Nelson
l0 Donors
33% Participation
$7,1 10
Charles Andrews
Melvin L. Bloomenthal
Robert L. Eddy, Jr.
David B. Hawkes
Michael S. Hirshberg
CLASS OF r97l
Class Agents:
Hon. William S. Brownell
Ronald J. Cullenberg
Joseph M. Jabar
14 Donors
32% Participation
$s,53 5
Anonymous
John B. Andrews
Peter G. Ballou
Hon. William S. Brownell
Michael C, Burwick
Ronald E. Colby,III
Edward E. Dillon, Jr.
Richard S. Flmerson, Jr.
David J. Fletcher
Robert F. Hanson
Fernand R. LaRocheilc
Kent W. Mathews
Richard M. Peirce
Christopher A. Webber, Jr
CLASS OF 1972
Class Agent:
Geoffrey H. Hole
l1 Donors
25% Participation
$3,2s0
Michael P. Bentley
Ronald D. Bourque
Joel F. Bowie
James F. Day
Peter J. DeTroy, III
Geoffrey H. Hole
Stanley W. Karod
Robert A. Nagy
Hon. Paul T. Pierson
Hon. Ronald D. Russcll
John W. Sitarz
CLASS OF 1973
Class Agents:
William P. Hardy
Annee H. J. Tara
39 Donors
610/o Pzrticipation
s6,800
Robert H. Avaunt
Ernest T. Balivet
Robert S. Briggs
Doug Chiofh
Edward F. Day, Jr.
R. Peter Decato
David A. DiMuzio
Donna Wlodkowski
Economou
Paula H. Elkins
Dwight A. Fifield
Gregory L. Foster
22
Peter N. Gardner
Hon. Peter J. Goranites
William P. Hardy
Thomas W. Hennen
Peter C, Herbst
Joel E. Hokkanen
Peter V. Holden
John C. Hunt
Stephen D. Jackson
Pasquale F. Maionno
Joseph C. Manera, Jr.
John D. McElwee
S. Peter Mills, III
Marc C. Owen
Anne B. Poulin
Keith A. Powers
Roderick R. Rovzar
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, III
John M. Safford
Frank J. Scanlon
Brent R. Slater
Charles W. Smrth, Jr.
Terry N. Snow
Annee H.J. Tara
Paul E. Thelin
Gary F. Thorne
Anne W. Vanlonkhuyzen
Lawrence J. Zuckerman
CLASS OF 197s
Clæs Agents:
Leo J. Delicata
Gary C. Wood
l8 Donors
37% Participation
$ 1,970
Madge Baker
John A. Churchill
Leo J. Delicata
Bryan M. Dench
Mark E. Dunlap
Hon. Paul A. Fritzsche
Ellen E. George
Alan D. Gibbons
Richard W. Hall
John L. Hammond
William H. Howison
Hon. Andre Janelle
Samuel H, Merrill
Wallace S. Reed
Raymond E. Ritchie
Fredenck S. Samp
Kurt E. Vragel, Jr.
Gary C. Wood
CLASS OF 1976
Class Agents:
Alfred C, Frawiey, III
John A. Woodcock, Jr,
20 Donors
26Yo Partícípatíon
$5,250
Barbara R. Alexander
Andrew Brown
David R. Butler
Robert M. Butterheld
Peter L. Chandler
Jean M. Deighan
Robert G. Driscoll
Judson B. Esty-Kendall
Hon. Joseph H. Field
Alfred C. Frawley, III
Paul R. Gosselin
James M. Libby, Jr.
Joseph R. Mackey
Sarah C, Mclntyre
Deborah Shaw Rice
Mary L. Schendel
Paula D. Silsby
Ira J. Waldman
Paul L. Weeks
John A. Woodcock, Jr.
CLASS OF 1977
Class Agents:
Peter C. McKenney
Richard P. Romeo
28 Donors
40% Participation
$4,805
Paul Aranson
Hon. Roland Beaudoin
James M. Bowie
Sarah Downs Bowie
Everett B. Carson
Sandra H. Collier
Carmen L. Coulombe
Linda S. Crawford
Hillary R. Dorsk
Ronald A. Epstein
Kay R.H. Evans
Rebecca H. Famum
Mark G. Furey
Steven A. Hammond
Emily Watson Hawkins
Stephen P. Hyde
Bruce M. Jervis
William B, Jordan
Theodore FI. Kirchner
Thomas D. Maher
Scott A. McGill
Peter C. McKenney
Gail Ogilvie
James H. Ouimette
Cushing Pagon Samp
Joanne S. Sataloff
Graydon G. Stevens
Louise K. Thomas
CLASS OF 1978
Class Agent:
Joan Labrique Cook
32 Donors
37% Participation
$s,53s
Jeffrey Albanese
Eleanor M. Baker
John R, Bass, II
Chris A. Bowden
Thomæ E. Child
Joan Labnque Cook
Donneily S. Douglas
Margaret R. Downing
Thomæ R. Downing
E. Paul Eggert
David J. Evans
Martin J. Foley
Robert G. Frazier
Alan F, Harding
Kenneth T. Hoffman
R. Howard Lake
Leonard W. Langer
Mark G. Lavoie
CLASS OF T974
Class Agent:
Peter C. Fessenden
24 Donors
44o/o Participatton
s2,470
Ronald S. Battocchi
Mary T. Bell
George N. Bowden
David A. Bronson
James W. Case
Paul W. Chaiken
Jane Campana Earley
Peter C. Fessenden
Thomas R, Gibbon
Phyllis G. Givertz
Peter W. Greenleaf
Charles A. I{arvey, Jr.
Jonathan C. Hull
Thomas G. Leahy
Hon. John R. McKernan, Jr
Kimbail R. McMullin
Jason D. Monzack
Robert A. Moore
Allison C. Monill
Charles R. Priest
Pete¡ H. Rysman
William T. Stewart
Frederick Torrisi
Ralph L, Tucker, Jr.
Jeffrey R. Lee
Karin Marcheni-Kaiser
Michael G. Messerschmidt
Stephen W. Moriarty
Alexander A. Padis, Jr.
Joel W. Page
Robert A. Parlow
Glen L. Porter
William J. Reedy
Jonathan W. Reitman
James S. Russell
Rebecca Warren Seel
Paula N. Singer
F. Mark Terison
CLASS OF 1980
Class Agents:
Michael R. Cunie
Neale A. Duffett
45 Donors
54% Participation
s4,130
Laurie L. Balmuth
John C. Bannon
Kathleen Barry
Jill P. Botler
Jeffery J. Clark
Janis Cohen
Michael R. Currie
R. Tenance Duddy
Neale A. Duffett
Martha D. Dunlap
Mary Lou Dyer
Linda Smith Dyer
David J. Ferrucci
Mary M.L.H. Flint
Christine Foster
Martha E. Freeman
Robert B. Gregory
Robert L, Guillory
Susan F. Hoctor
Naomr H. Honeth
Rupert J. Jennings, III
Irene D. Keeley
Nanette G. Kelley
Mary Gay Kennedy
William C. Leonard
William N. Lund
Patricia A. Mador
Peter B. Mills
John D, Monahan, Jr.
Paulette P. Parker
Ruth E. Plagenhoef
Gerard A, Poissonnier
Peter H. Priest
Michael Richards
Hon. Leigh L Saufley
William E. Saufley
Richard A. Shinay
J. Whitman Smith
Anita M. St. Onge
Marilyn E. Stavros
Peter H. Stewart
Debra Stokes
Marsha A. Weeks Traill
Judith A. Fletcher Woodbury
Christopher A. Wyskiel
CLASS OF T981
Class Agents:
Joanne F. Cole
James D. Poliquin
21 Donors
31% Participation
$ l,930
Gretchen M. Bath
Ellen S. Best
Ronald L. Bissonnette
James M, Bowie
Michael P. Cantara
Edgar S. Catlin, III
Mark A, Cloutier
Philip M. Cofhn, III
Joanne F. Cole
William W. Danow, Jr.
Martha A. Grant
Lawrence J. Mullen
Eve H. Oyer
Deborah Buccina Rogers
Anne P. Schaad
Susan G. Shorey
Steven R. Smith
Nancy L. Thomas
Pamela W. Waite
Arlyn H. Weeks
Gail D. Wright
CLASS OF 1982
Class Agent:
Jeffrey W. Jones
16 Donors
22Y, Particípation
$2,000
Barry A. Bachrach
Elizabeth Anne Carton
Martha L. Casey
Geoffrey K. Cummings
Dorcas H. Deans
Christopher C. Dinan
William H, Hanson
Jeffrey W. Jones
Hon. Nancy Diesel Mills
Thomas L, Shupp
David M. Spencer
Mary C.Tousignant
William J. Tymoczko
Carolyn G. Walker
Major Robin D. Walmsley
Thomas Watson
CLASS OF 1983
Class Agents:
William O. LaCasse
Daniel R. Warren
23 Donors
37% Participation
$ 1,820
Charles R. Bean
Mary B. Devine
Cdr. Brian N. Durham
Thomas A. Dyhrberg
Dale L. Gavin
Charles G. Henegar
John A. Hobson
Robert V. FIoy
William O. LaCasse
Charles C. LaVerdiere, Jr,
Annmarie Levins
William W. Logan
Leslie E. Lowry,lll
M. Michaela Murphy
Heidi S. Osborn
Wayne P. Roberts
James F. Rocheleau
Alan E. Shepard
Irene M. Smith
Schuyler G. Steele
Kim Anderson True
Lawrence C. Walden
Daniel R. Wanen
CLASS OF 1979
Class Agents:
John E. Baker
Emmanuel M. Chiaparas
33 Donors
48% Participation
$3,98s
Anonymous
Judith W. Andrucki
John E. Baker
Daniel P. Barrett
Charles C. Bering
James A. Buckley
Robert A. Burgess
Elizabeth R. Butler
Emmanuel M. Chiaparas
James F. Cloutier
Gerard P. Conley, Jr.
Arthur R. Dingley, D.O.
William R. Dunn
Linda B. Eide
Katherine Greason
Susan P. Herman
Peter L. Kelley
Edward W. Klein
Kevin G. Libby
Karen B. Lovell
William H. Meanix, Jr.
Charles E. Miller
Ann FI. Mohnkern
James F. Molleur
David B. Neumeyer
Constance P. O'Neil
Lisa J. Remal
Glenn H. Robinson
Geoffrey A. Rushlau
George C. Schelling
Arthur Strong
Mark E. Susi
Patricia Goodridge Worth
CLASS OF 1984
Class Agents:
Thomas E. Powers
Drew E. Swenson
36 Donors
5l% Participation
$2,719
David B. Auclair
Edward R. Benjamin, Jr
Gregg L. Bertonazzí
Lisa R. Berlonazzí
Lawrence P. Brown
Cynthia T. Churchili
Edwin R. Daggett, Jr.
John E. Geary
Kevin F. Gordon
P. Andrew Hamilton
Evan M. Hansen
Timothy H. Hiebert
Emest W. Hilton
Ann T. Hollyday
Mary L. Holm
John James
William S. Kany
Donna M. Katsiaficas
James N. Katsiaficas
Robert M. Knight
David J. Lakari
Pauline M, Lamontagne
Mary Ann Lynch
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Simone D. Masse
Margaret B. McCloskey
John C. McCurry
Catherine F. Murphy
Jay Il. Otis
Sally Bradley Peacock
Thomas E, Powers
Bruce W. Smith
Brenda C. Smith-Weiss
Drew E,. Swenson
Kann R. Tilberg
Colleen P. Tucker
lrdwinna C. Vanderzanden
Mark T. Corbly
Clifford B. Corson
tuchard W. Ellion, II
Robert L. Ellis, Jr.
David D. Farrar
Paul E. Fillmore
Glen S. Goodnough
Anne LaCombe Huntinglon
Sue A. Jerome
Elizabeth L, Lovejoy
Jennifer Hall McKay
David S. Severance
Kaighn Smith, Jr.
Deanna L. Staples
Joan Sturmthal
Martha F. Willard
June D. Zellers
CLASS OF 1987
Class Agents:
William P. Shumaker
Mark E. Standen
28 Donors
43% Participation
s3,248
Anonymous
Michael G. Bernier
Edward A, Brown
Christine Bruenn
Natalie L. Bums
David P. Chamberlain
Linda J. Conti
Sheila M, Donahue
Diane Dusini
Jonathan M. Flagg
Ronald J. Graff
Ituistin A. Gustafson
Eric R. Herlan
Jonathan B. Huntington
Norine C. Jewell
Arthur J. Lamothe
Andrew Landry
Margaret L. Lavoie
John A. McCauley
Joyce A. Oreskovich
Robert B. Ravenelle
G. Steven Rowe
William P, Shumaker
Elting H. Smith, Jr.
Susan A. Sparaco
Mark E. Standen
Joanne B. Steneck
DanielB. Wyman
CLASS OF 198t
Class Agents:
Beth N. Ahearn
Michael H. Hill
31 Donors
4l% Participationqr l?s
Beth N. Ahearn
James A. Andrews
Alex Auty
Edmond J, Bearor
Stephen D. Bither
Alice E. Clifford
William H. Coogan
Anne H. Cressey
Kevin T. Crilly
Kathryn E, Davis
Terence M. Harrigan
Michael H. Hill
Neil D. Jamieson, Jr.
Thane Joyal
Robert A. Jutras
John G. Lemoine
Susan H. Livingston
Allan E. Lobozzo
Lisa C. Lunn
Ellen S. Maher
Carol L. Mitchell
Robert E. Munay, Jr.
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade
Stev Y. Parker
Patricia A, Peard
Donna M. Ryan
Jane E. Skelton
Daniel J. Stevens
Peter J. Stocks
Norman G. Trask
Elizabeth C. Woodcock
CLASS OF 1990
Class Agents:
Julie A. Finn
Elizabeth S. Morley
36 Donors
4ó% Participation
$ 1,800
Mary T. Bilodeau
M. Thomasine Bu¡ke
Paul W. Cadigan
Paula F. Caughey
Joyce Leary Clark
John W. Conway
Anette Filosof Dearden
Robert Deschene
Deborah A. Fauver
Julie A. Finn
Cornelia Fuchs Fisher
Jeanne A. Foy
Jon Haddow
William S. King
Mark W. Lawrence
Albert A. Mavrinac
Philip G. Mohlar
Elizabeth S. Morley
Victoria S. Muller
Steven D. Najarian
Joseph M. O'Connor
Wendy J. Paradis
Stanley W. Piecuch
Rosalind S. Prince
Colleen J. Quint
Polly Reeves
A. Robert Ruesch
Jennifer S. Sternick
Patricia M. Stevens
Nathan S. Szanton
Yilin Tang
Benjarnin P. Townsend
Kathryn L. Yezina
Nancy Wanderer
John D. Welch
Philip C. Woodward
CLASS OF l99l
Class Agents:
Joseph M. Baldacci
Robert C. Brooks
Anne E. O'Donovan
29 Donors
39% Participation
$1,530
Steven W. Abbott
James P. Aucoin
Joseph M. Baldacci
Vickie Caron Bell
Monica M. Bigley
Robert C. Brooks
Mary Kay Browne
Alexandra E. Caulfìeld
CLASS OF 1985
Class Agents:
Elizabeth Burns
Maureen Keegan
27 Donors
34% Participationq, ,?5
Timothy P. Benoit
Robert J. Bocko
Robert W. lJower, Jr.
Jeri Ii. Brown
Paul S. Bulger
Ulizabeth A. Burns
James M. Callahan
Peter M. Cullen
Geoffrey M. Fitzgerald
James C. IIunt
Bradley M. Lown
Faye E. Luppi
Maureen Keegan
Ignatius MacLellan
John D, McKay
Richard W. Mulhern
Mary B, Najarian
John C. Nivison, II
Michael J. O'Toole
Anthony Il. Perkins
Roger P. Princc
Jane Sunan Pyne
David P. Silk
Mitchell M. Tannenbaum
Vendean V. Vafrades
Barbara J. Walsh
David W. Zesiger
CLASS OF l9E6
Class Agents:
James B. Haddow
Joan Sturmthal
20 Donors
25% Participationqt ??5
Rrchard R. Beauchesne, Jr
Rosalyne S. Bemstein
Shari B. Broder
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CLASS OF 19t9
Class Agents:
Michael K, Martin
Rebecca J. Sargent
13 Donors
270/o Particípatton
$ l,720
Heidi A. Bean
Daniel L, Cummings
Joanne P, Dugan
Daniel R. Felkel
Alicia E. Flaherty
Gretchen L. Jones
Donald W. Macomber
Michael K. Martin
Victoria Powers
Katherine M. Ralston
John K. Veroneau
Peter J. Wiley
Genrong Yu
Roger A. Clement, Jr.
Peter Clifford
Brett Harding Duxbury
Claire Adami Ginder
Kenneth Ginder
Lorna Harmuth
Janet Hendershot
Xiaoyan Jin
Janet K. Kantz
Virginia A. Kozak
Kenneth A. Lexier
Anne Lucey
Andrew B. Maclean
Justina McGettigan
Julie Nepveu
Anne E. O'Donovan
Dennis J. O'Donovan
Russell B. Pierce, Jr.
James Saffian
William B. Scarpelli
Christina K. Valar
Roy T. Pierce
Elizabeth A. Prather
Pamela Prodan
Jeffrey P. Russell
Heidi Shealy
Lynne P. Skeink
Bradley A. Stol:rer. D.M.D
Andrew Strongin
Zhengyu Tang
Margaret A. Timothy
Laura E. Klcin Tobin
John J. Wall, III
Yiping Yang
CLASS OF 1993
Class Agents:
Walter t. McKee
I-lilary A. Rapkin
27 Donors
34% Participarion
$ r .830
Timothy Anast
John F, Bisson
Andrew P. Bloom
James T. Boffetti
Michele Dorsey Brooks
Sean T. Camathan
Daniel A. D'Auteuil, Jr
Lori Champion Oes.¡ariins
Valerie du Laney
Matthew C. Dyer
Donald M. Kreis
Walter F. McKee
Troy M. Mclain
Elizabeth Beard McLaughlin
Elaine M. Michaud
Edward Jeffrey Newcombe
James J. Papi
David C. Pierson
Paul D. Pietropaoli
James S. Stolley
Anne Underwood
Christine C. Vito
Elizabeth Wallace Wyman
Robin D. Watts
Joseph E. Welsh, Jr.
Jean D. Wulff
Shanshan Zhou
CLASS OF 1994
Class Agents;
Ryan K. Stafford
Laurie A, Williamson
25 Donors
29% Participation
$ l,290
Louise Arkel
Eric Bendetson
Andrew L. Black
Jonathan M. Davis
Katherine W. Fawcett
Lisa M. Fitzgibbon
Iìruce W. Flepler
Ronnee J. Hoffman
Norman S. Komnsky
Colleen McCarthy
Rachelle Parrse
LouAnna C. Perkrns
Harvey Prager
Linda Rossignol Rarnsden
Rrchard R. Regan
Gerald Reid
Mary M. Sauer
Barbara G. Shaw
Deirdre M, Smith
Sarah G. Smith
Michael N. Spargo
Wendy Resnick Spargo
Ryan K. Stafford
Dorothy M. Wentworth
Laurie A. Williamson
CLASS OF t995
Class Agents.
Louise A. Berlin
36 Donors
44o/o Participation
s 1.240
Michael C. Augustini
Diana T. Barth
Louise A. Berlin
John P. Berube
Amy E. Carlisle
David M. Cogliano
Catherine 8,. Decker
John J. Eisenhart
Jon A. Fitzgerald
James W. Gunson
Dennis R. Hamrick
Erik J. Heels
William D. Hewitt
Carolee Taylor Howes
Patricia M. Ianni
Donna J. Johnson
E. Chris L'Hommedieu
Alexander Leddy
William D. MacDonald
Andrew C. Mackenzie
C. Leigh McCarthy
Deborah E. Munson
William S. Norbert
Marsha L. Osgood
Ellen M. Pettingill-Wolfe
Michael F. Phillips, Jr.
Christopher T. Roach
Ann L. Rudisill
Rita S. Saliba
Timothy D. Smith
Jon C. Stanley
William H. Stiles
Christine A. Thibeault
Michael D. Traister
Carol J. Webb-Kivatisky
C. Danrel Wood
STUDENTS
CLASS OF 1996
19 Donors
l9% Participation
s4e6
l)onna Cote Adams
Christopher R. Allen
Randall J. Bates
Teresa M. Cloutier
Katherine A. Collins
Robert H, Conkling
Jennifer B. Cost
Heather Jagels
Erika L. Kennedy
Kathanne W, Chase
Maclean
Robyn G. March
Douglas E. Massey
Daphne C. Moynier
Brian K. Murphy
Orla C. O'Callaghan
Rachel Pargeter
Ronald W. Schneider, Jr
Robert A. Seaman
Julia M. Underwood
CLASS OF 1997
15 Donors
l5% Participation
$5_s0
Kurt W. Adams
Laura E. Beardsley
Chnstopher A. Bond
Micheal J. Canavan
Mary Beth Crocket
Morse W. Doane
Charles A. Dow
Katherine J. Faragher
Devin B. Garramone
William G, Mclaughlin
Nancy L. Morin
Mary E. O'Meara
Katherine Skorpen-Claeson
Laura C. Valleau
Lorrie E. Whittaker
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CLASS OF 1992
Class Agents:
Thomas C. Bradley
Elizabeth P. Eddy
43 Donors
45% Participation
s2,775
Carol M. Allen
Jefferson Ashby
Krisna Basu
Thomas C. Bradley
Frederick Bush
J. Bradford Coffey
Kevin T. Cole
Elizabeth Connellan
Theodore S. Coxe, Jr.
Thomas Diebold
Patricia E. Morris
Elizabeth P. Iìddy
Robert Fisher
CarolG. Ford
Lisa J. Friedlander
Debra E. Gotlib
Johanne L. Hawk
Mary Bradley Hawkes
Blaine R. Hawkes
T. Chuck Hazzard
June A. Jackson
Dina Jellison
Mary N. Kelleft
Joshua K¡ell
John P. March, Jr.
Louise Marie McCarthv
Marcia Metcalf
William J. Milliken
Kerry O'Brien
Laura M. O'Hanlon
CLASS OF 1998
2 Donors
2% Participation
$5s
William C. Bloomquist
tsmily L. Boochever
FACULTY AND STAFF
Anonymous
Visiting Associate Professor
Sumncr T. Bcrnstein
Professor Orlando E. Delogu
Rrta Doenng
Dean Edward S. Godfrey
Professor Colleen A. Khoury
Gayle H. King
David Lambert
Professor Michael B. Lang
Professor Merle W. Loper
Mary P. Nelson
Profcssor Martin A. Rogoff
Professor Nancy Wanderer
Professor Thomas M. Ward
Tammy C. Willcox
Professor L. Kinvin Wroth
Prolessor Melvyn Zarr
Dean Donald N. Zillman
FRIENDS
OF THE LAW SCHOOL
Charles ll. Abbott
Bernard R. Adans
Milton and Gloria Adelman
Charles W. Allen
Mrs. Eben T. Bennct
Ellen Borgcrsen
Hon. Morton A. Brody
Kathy W. Bubar
Carolyn R. Bullerwell
Joseph B. Campbeil
Hon. Gene Carter
Ms. Judith A. Carter
Hon. Robert W, Ciifford
I{on. Frank M. Coffin
Douglas Cofhn
Hon, David M. Cohen
David and Janis Cohen
flon. Samuel W. Collins, Jr.
William and Linda Cotter
Peter W. Culley
Howard, Maureen &
Jason Davidov
Geraldine DelMonaco
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Nancy P. Drake
Diane and Lillian Emple
Rrchard C. Engels
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamrn
Epstein
Duane D. Fitzgerald
William G. Fitzsimmors
tuchard S. Glantz
Hon, Caroline D. Glassman
Robert and Dagmar Hamilton
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
S. Flartley
Paul and Jane Hazelton
Hon. Harriet & Merton Henry
Estate of Karl S. Hooper
Hon. D. Brock Homby
John and Betty Howard
Sherry F. Huber
Irving and Judith Isaacson
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Johnson
Irving Kagan
William J. Kayatta, Jr.
*Audrey P. Kogut
Reta Kolonel
Ralph L Lancaster, Jr,
William H. Laubenstein, III
Shep and Candice Lee
Carter H. Marury, III
John and Maida Marquis
Martha McCluskey
Margaret McGaughey
Lynne W. McKee
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Goldie C. Michelson
Barry K. Mills
Norman Minsky
Renee and Leonard Minsþ
fuchard G. Moon
Peter L. Munay
Leonard and Merle Nelson
Rev. and Mrs. Edward
Nelson
Hon. David A. Nichols
Richard L. O'Meara
Harold C. Pachios
Lawrence and Mary Parker
Andrew and Janet Pease
Rudolph T. Pelletier
Selma and Arnold Potter
Roger A. Putnam
Harrison L. Richardson, Jr.
Leslie Robinson
Michael and Carol Robinson
Mr, Harold E. Ross
Peter J. Rubin
Mrs. Dorothy Rubin
Hon. I'aul L. Rudman
Samuel K, Rudman
Robert S. Rudman
James Rudman
Richard and Jean Sampson
Hon. L. Damon Scales, Jr.
Ellen and Bob Schumer
Hon. Louis Scolnik
Clarice B. Shur
Paul H. Sighinoifi
John Sims
George Z. Singal
William C. Smith
Margaret L. Smith
fuchard N. Solman
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Sova
Albert M. Stevens
Winfred A. Stevens
Mn, Betty Tabachnick
& Family
Sigrid E. Tompkins
Rosalie Trager
Lewis V. Vahades
Dana, Hemi, Miki & Gil
Vizner
Josephine Wanen
Richard Wanen
*Hon. Donald W. Webber
Peter B. Webster
Cha¡lone B, Wernick
Robert B. Williamson, Jr.
Carl R. Wright
Paul Zimmerman
Amerling & Burns, P.A,
#The Arthur J. Gallagher
Foundation
BARIBRI
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer
& Nelson
#The Boeing Company
Conley, Haley & O'Neil
Consolidated Edison
Company of New York,Inc.
Curtis & Griffìn
Drummond, Woodsum
& MacMahon
Farris, Susi, Hazelton
& Ladd, P.A.
Fenton, Chapman, Fenton,
Smith & Kane
#Fidelity Investments
#Fleet Bank of Maine
#Fleet Bank of Massachusetts
The Gene R. Cohen
Charitable Foundation
#Guaranty National
Insurance Company
#KPMG Peat Manwick
Foundation
Kelly, Remmel &
Zimmerman
Maine Supreme
Judicial Court
Monaghan, Leahy,
Hochadel & Libby
Murray, Plumb & Murray
#Northeast Utilities
Pierce, Atwood, Scribner,
Allen,Smith & Lancaster
Rudman & Winchell
Sherman Lumber Company
Stinson, Lupton, Weiss
& Gabree, P.A.
Thomas DiCenzo, Inc.
#Tyco Laboratories Inc.
#LTNUM Life Insurance
Company
Women's Law Association
*Deceased
#Matching Gift
Many
Thanks
THOUSANDS OF
THANKS to all who
contributed to the Law
School in 1995.
As part of a
SUCCESSFUL PAST
please help insure a
SUCCESSFUL
FUTURE by making a
generous contribution to
thc 1996 ANNUAL
ruND!
GIFTS TO RESTRICTED FUNDS
25th Reunion Gifts (Classes of 1969, 1970, and 1971) ......... $27,575 Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic ............ ................... $705
Public lnterest Summer Fellowship Program $5,932
$5,409
$3,600
Alumni Scholarships .................,.... $465
Horace S. Libby Memorial Fund ... $400
L. Kinvin Wroth Fund... ................. $400
Justice Abraham M. Rudman Scholarship Fund
American College of Trial Lawyers Scholarship
Donald L. Garbrecht Law Library Endowment Fund .............. $3,161
Women's Law Association Scholarship Fund.......................... $2,683
Kenneth and Marjorie C. Baird Scholarship Fund .................,....
Herry N. Berry, III, Loan Fund ............................
$250
$250
$ 150Justice Harry P. Glassman Memorial Scholarship Fund.......... $2,377 Men's Law Association Scholarship Fund
Israel Bemstein Memorial Scholarship Fund
Pierce B. & .A¡lana K. Hasler Memorial Scholarship Fund ..: $1,627
Chartes W. Smith Memorial Fund ............. ....... $1,067
Maine Law Review .....:,................. $115
Edward S. Godfiey Endowment Fund ..............
Edward S. Godfrey Loan Fund $7,022 New Hampshire Scholarship Fund $100
$100Aroostook County Bar Association Scholarship....................... $1,000 Thompson Fund for the Study of Mã¡ine Law
David Santee Miller Memorial Scholarship Fund $25
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Stay ln Touch qp
ffiAlumni and friends are involved in many aspects of the life of the Law School. We encourage you to stay in touch, to keep usinformed of your career path, and to participate in activities at the Law School. We encourage you to fill out this lorm and re-
h¡rn it to the Alumni Office.
Name Class
Mail Address: Please make any changes to your mailing address on the label provided below
Firm or Organtzatíon Area of Practice:
'Ú
(D
(!
o
CDTÕ
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Office Telephone
Fax
News:
tf I would like to participate in the Alumni-student Mentor Program (alumru are matched with students and act as a re-
sotuce to them in their second and third years of Law School).
trl I am available to: (please circle all that apply) talk to students about the job market, participate in mock interviews, be a
guest at a"Lawyer Lunch"; and/or participate as a panelist or workshop contributor
E I would be willing to help the Admissions Office by talking with admitted candidates about the Law School, answering
questions about Maine and attending Law School in Maine, and responding to inquiries about law study and the legal pro-
fession generally.
tr¡ I would be interested in serving on thc Alumni ¡\ssociation Board of Dircctors, or a Board committee llike the Planned
Giving Committee).
E I would be willing to assist the Alumni Office as a Class Fund Agent, Reunion Committee member.
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Portland, Maine 04102
ADDRESS CORRECTION REÓUESTED
Ihe Alumni quarterly ¡s published at ûle erd of
March, Jun€. September and December by the
Uni\Ærs¡ty of Ma¡ne Law Alumni Office. ft is sent to
alumni, students, and friends of the Law kfìool.
lhe deadline for each issue is one month prior to
publication. Please serd items of interest to the Law
khool commun¡ty to Mary Nelson or Kristi Clifford,
writers arú editors, at the abo\'e äddress.
Thís newsletter ís prínted on recycled pøper,
